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The
LE CO

H.F. CHOKE
CURVE

PERFECT
OBTAINED 0
with the

The
LEWCr g

L.F.T.3
CURVE

1-1.14-1C E AND L.F. TRAIP:4401MEll

THE LEWCOS
H.E. CHOKE

PRICE 7/9

A PERFECT COMBINATION "
is the verdict of a Lewcos enthusiast when eulogis-
ing the Lewcos H.F. Choke and L.F. Transformer
in a testimonial published on this page recently.
The performance curves of these two Lewcos com-
ponents, which are printed above, give positive
proof of their superiority and a test in your set
would give you increased clarity, volume and power
--in short, perfect reception.
Write to -day for fully descriptive leaflets. H.F. Choke (Ref.
R.33) L.F. Transformer (Ref. R.61). Please quote Reference
Numbers.

The LEWCOS H.F.
Choke is specially
constructed to
eliminateself-

oscillation.

We respectfully
request the public
to order through
their local Radio
dealer as we only
supply direct to

the trade.

TYPE

LEWCOS
REG?

TRANSFORMER

THE
LEWCOS L.F. TRANSFORMER

PRICE 20,"

LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED. CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON. E.10

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "AM." to Advertisers
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Telsen N.F. Chokes. Dr
signed to corer the whole
waveband range from 18 to
4,000 metres, extremely low
self capacity, shrouded In
genuine bakelite. Induct-
ance, 150,000 mierohenriail
mistime, 400 ohms.

l'rice 2'6 each.

Telesis Grld Leeks.
Absolutely silent and non-
ruicrophonle, practically un-
breakable, cannot be burnt
out, and are unaffected by
atmoepherlo changes. Not
being wire wound, there are
no capacity effects. Made in
capacities }, 1, 2, 8, 4,
and Smegohms. Price 1/ -ea.

Telsen Fixed (Mica) Con-
densers. Shrouded in genu-
ine bakelite, made in capaci-
ties up to .002 mtd. Pro.
Pat. No. 20287/30. .0003
supplied complete with
patent grid -leak clips, to
facilitate series or parallel
connection. Can be mounted
upright or Oat. Tested aa
bUU volts.

rile() 11- eatit.

Technical experts are
specifying Telsen
Components in every
notable new circuit,
and their lead is being
followed by enor-
mously increasing
numbers of enthusi-
asts.

It is now a universally
accepted fact that for
wonderful quality of
tone, volume, and
long life Telsen Com-
ponents have no
equal. Fit

TELSEN L.F. TRANSFORMERS
"ACE" - - Ratios 3-1 & 5-5 VS
" RADIOGRAND " - & 3-4 12/6
"RADIOGRAND" - Surer Ratio 7-1 17je

CE3 nizo: I 4 11

TELSEN FIVE -PIN VALVE
HOLDERS. I L L 1/3 L.:eii.

Telsen Valve Holders.
Pro. Pat. No. 20286/30.
An entirely new design
In Valve Holders, em-
bodying patent metal
spring contacts, which
are designed to provide
the most efficient con-
tact with the valve legs,
whether split or non-
plit, Low capacity, self
locating, supplied with
patent soldering tags and
liexagon terminal nuts.

TELSEN FOUR -PIN
VALVE HOLDERS

Price 1/- each.

A rkt. of Telsen Electric Co., Ltd., Eirming7tam

Please Mention !`A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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FAR IN ADVANCE OF ANYTHING EVER
PREVIOUSLY ATTAINED IN LOUD -SPEAKERS

Greater Volume ! !
Greater Strength
Greater Sensitivity ! ! !

PRICE complete

7°c
This is what the three tappings of
the Undv Super Dynamic afford.
(1) For valves of low impedance.
(2) For valves of medium im-

pedance.
(3) For valves of high imped-

ance.
The provision of the volume switch
nables the loud -speaker to stand a

constant anode current of 200 milli-
amperes and anode voltages of over
500 volts without injury.

N DY
MULTI -POLE

SUPER DYNAMIC "8"
There is nothing to equal it in the world
of radio-an advance in design and cap-
acity which denotes the pinnacle of loud-
speaker production. Equally suitable for
all from " all mains " to the smallest
" battery " receivers.

Not only is the
"Undy" SUPER
DYNAMIC fitted
with a magnet of un-
equalled power but
the three tappings
on the incorporated
auto -transformer
enable the perfect
a laptation of the A.C.
resistance of the
speaker to any type
of valve, and conse-
quently 100° result
in all cases. This
means that whether
a low- or high -
resistance valve is
employed in the
final stages the
"Undy" Super
Dynamic " S" can
he adapted to work
in complete unison.
No other speaker
can claim this.

NOW ON SALE
EVERYWHERE,

GET THE 'UN® IT'S UNEQUALLED!
You Will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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/ Big eut in prices
/of two most popu
IKCO" UNITS'

N OW D.C.MODEL FAc.MODEL N OW
ON LY W. 20

II' 17'6
The huge demand for these two models and
extended manufacturing facilities have made
these big price reductions possible. At £3-19-6
for the A.C. model and £x-17-6 for the D.C.
model there is no finer value obtainable.

In three minutes you can put an end to H.T. battery
worries for ever and enjoy permanently perfect radio. Just
connect the " Ekco " H.T. Unit in place of your H.T.
Battery, plug the Adaptor on the Unit into the nearest
electric light or power socket, and switch on, that's all.
You get ample current and high voltage constantly and
permanently at a cost of less than 3j- a year.

RADIO POWER
PLEASE SEND ME:-To : E. K. COLE, LTD.

(Dept. 1(.2.:
" Ekco " Works,

Southend - on - Sea

V, 20/ oN

5' I '
"Ekco" H.T. Unit No. 1V20 gives a current output of 20
milliamperes. It has three voltage tappings : (1) for grid
of S.G. valve, (2) 0-120 variable, (3) 120/150. On the A.C.
Model the 120/150 tapping can be reduced to 100 volts in
cases where the output valve does not require more. It
is suitable for practically all 1 to 5 valve sets at present
fed from troublesome and expensive and unreliable H.T.
Batteries. It fits snugly into all portable sets. It brings
an old set up-to-date, and gives you permanently all the
improvements in reception and quality of reproduction
which you know are obtainable when you have a con-
stant and ample H.T. supply.

See your radio dealer to -day or send coupon now
for new "Ekco "Folder.

(a) New Folder describing how I can finish
with batteries for ever; (b) full details of
the famous " Ekco" All -Electric Sets.

(Cross out item ttof r2g7t!,:.1)

SlIPPLY UNITS.
NAME

ADDRESS

Please Mention f`A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Designed for
more efficient
H.F. Amplification

Because of its favourable grid current charm>,
teristics the new Cossor 290 H.L. can be
worked under the most efficient operating
conditions-its amplification unimpaired by
the effect of grid bias. It incorporates all
the most advanced constructional features,
and is rendered completely non-microphonic
by the use of the famous Cossor Seven -point
Filament Suspension. The employment of
this valve will considerably increase the
efficiency of any non -screened grid Receiver.
Its use entails no modification to the wiring
of the Set.

Aar e:3:44M016,011*.t

The new Ccssor 210 H.L. 2
volts, 1 amp. Impedance 22,000,,
Amplification Factor 24, Mutual
Conductance, 1-1. m.a. 'v.
Ancde voltage 75-150 8/6Price

temenswil

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

Be sure to get one of our
novel, circular Station Charts.
which give identification de-
tails of nearly 50 stations with
space for entering your own
dial readings. Ask your
dealer for a copy, price 2d.
or send 2d. stamp to us and
head your letter - Station
Chart A.W."

BRITAINS
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NEWS 8-) GOSSID  OF THE  WFFKo
A ,1931 PORTABLE

DON'T forget that it is not too early to
begin thinking about portable sets.

There are only three weeks before Easter,
and you must have your outdoor set quite
complete and in working order by the
holidays. Portable sets may have been
difficult to build in the past, but with the
new 1931 components it is the simplest
thing to put together a portable set which
really will give good results. Anticipating
the demand which there is bound to be for
a tip-top portable set for the 1931 season,
the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff

High above Broad- -touches to the
casting House. mast whichWorkmen stands 200 feet
putting the above street
finishing- level

has been at work for the past few weeks on
a really super set.

SIMPLE TO WORK
IN next week's issue, constructional details

will be given of this very up-to-date,
out-of-door portable. We mustn't give
away secrets, but it may be mentioned that,
although this set has five valves and there-
fore has exceptional reaching out possi-
bilities, it is simple to work, economical to
run, and reasonably light in weight. This
is going to be I'oiir portable for this sum-
mer's out-of-door radio working. Get next
week's copy of " A.W." and see for yourself.

OPERA FROM HALIFAX
THE broadcasts given by the Covent

Garden Opera Company during their
visit to Halifax are fine. Five microphones
are installed in the theatre, three in the
footlight trough and one on either side of
the proscenium opening. The latter
visible to the audience and is used for
taking the music from the orchestra. The
control position is on the left-hand or
" O.P." side of the stage and the amplifiers
are installed on the " O.P." fly floor level.
Two telephone lines from the General
Post Office to the theatre are coupled by
trunk lines direct to the studio at Leeds,
from which centre the operas are sent to
the other stations of the B.B.C.

OUR COMPETITION
DON'T forget that in order to enable all

"Ether Searcher" constructors to
participate, the closing date of our L5o
Competition has been postponed until
Monday, March 23. This will give you a
little extra time in which to complete con-
struction and get a fair idea of the working
capabilities of your set. Then send in your
entry !

THE PRINCE'S BROADCAST
ARRANGEMENTS are being made by

the Post Office to broadcast the speech
of the Prince of Wales at the opening of the
Buenos Aires Exhibition on March 14. If
the atmospheric conditions do not permit
the clear transmission of the actual cere-
mony, the Prince's speech at the dinner
which is to be given in his honour, or
possibly a special speech addressed to

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS
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listeners in this country will be broadcast on
the National programme. The openinr,
speech of the Prince will be made in Spanish
and it is hoped to relay it by wireless tele-
phone to the Post Office Receiving Station,
at Baldock, and thence by trunk line to
London and Savoy Hill.

ARTIFICIAL SOUND !
THE B.B.C. has an effects department

for creating "fake" sounds, and
apparently even the talkie film folk are not
above this sort of thing. Gordon Heckles
says : " When there is no sound worth
recording- the news -reel people invent it !
This is an actual fact. When Chaplin
arrived at Plymouth the other day there
were at least a dozen cinema camera men in
the ship and another dozen at Paddington.
As in that much-discussed film, ' Africa
Talks,' there was not much sound -record-
ing apparatus on view. Yet in one of the
current releases I have just seen myself
getting out of the carriage with Chaplin and
indulging in high-spirited (and high-pitched)
cheering-which I never did ! They had
just taken a silent film and fitted it with the
noise of a lot of office boys yelling. There
are effects' men in Wardour Street-the
home of the English film industry-quite as
ingenious as those at the B.B.C."

NEXT WEEK : A PORTABLE FOR THE 1931 SEASON: UP-TO-DATE IN EVERYWAY
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NEWS. 8-7, GPSS I P. OF THE F K -Continued
SPONSORED PROGRAMMES
BROADCASTING in the United States,

unlike that in England and Australia,
where it is taxed, must remain a free
institution," says the president of the
National Broadcasting Company, America.
" It is sponsored programmes which have
saved the industry from extinction, by
giving to the public that which it desires to
hear. Vying with one another to gain the
attention of the listener, our broadcasting
stations slowly better themselves, for they
are as envious of their audiences as pub-
lishers are of their circulation."

A TELEVISION SHOW
rr ELEVISION and talkie -film en-

thusiasts should make a note of
Wednesday, April 15,. for on that day from
2.3o p.m. to 9 p.m. an exhibition of tele-
vision, picture telegraphy and talking films
is to be held by the Television. Society at
University College, London. The Tele-
vision Society is inviting entries for this
exhibition and anyone who has apparatus
of interest to exhibit should make a point of
getting in touch at once with the society at
4 Duke Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2.
There is a competition for the most interest-
ing exhibit,

radiate two test transmissions, under normal
power and modulation conditions. But
these radiations will be outside programme
hours. One test period will be in the morn-
ing,' probably between 11.5 a.m. and
11.5o a.m. This will give dealers and others
a good chance to see how the season's
sets will stand up to the new conditions.
As the Midland Regional, Manchester, and
other stations close down at r f p.m. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, it
has been possible to arrange test periods for
North Regional on these nights, starting at
11.15 p.m. and continuing until midnight.
On the remaining evenings the new station
will do its tests for three-quarters of an
hour after midnight.

DURATION OF TESTS

AT
present the period of preliminary

tests has been fixed at two weeks, but
if the radio trade and the listening public
appear to need a further week or so to
adjust apparatus to meet the new con-
ditions, the B.B.C. will undoubtedly extend
the tests. It is thought that the experience
gained by listeners in the Brookmans Park
area will greatly help in solving the
selectivity troubles that are likely to be
experienced at Modiside Edge. Man -

A NEW 21-KILOWATTER

This is the sta-
tion building of
Lvov (Lem-
berg), a new-
comer to the
European ether.
This has been
built by Mar-
coni's to assist
the Warsaw
station, and you
can pick it up
any evening
on 385.1 metres

NORTH REGIONAL
BEFORE the end of this month the

B.B.C. will make a microphone an-
nouncement regarding the times of tests
for North Regional, which is now radiating
at odd times on 479.2 metres. We are
informed that very little notice will be
given, so tests on a public -participation
basis may be expected to follow the
announcement within three or four days.
Certainly, few stations have had so much
preliminary heralding. As a B.B.C.
official remarked, "the public is already
North -regional conscious."

TEST DETAILS
WE now have details of the tests that

are to be carried out after the public
announcement that North Regional is "on
the air." For two weeks this station will

chester listeners are reminded that the test
transmissions are to be done on the present
Midland Regional wave of 479.2 metres.

PAMPHLETS FROM SAVOY HILL
THE first pamphlets prepared at Savoy

Hill for the North Regional listeners
deals with the problem of tuning up to
479.2 metres. Listeners to the 28878 -metre
wave may have sets that will not tune up -
to the other end of the scale. Methods of
improving selectivity will also be dealt
with in the B.B.C.'s new pamphlet. As
the National outlet from North Regional.
will be on 301 metres, an easy change from.
479.2 to 301 metres will be the immediate
aim of listeners in the north.

THE MIDLAND MOVE
THE B.B.C. anticipates a little diffi-

culty for listeners in Berkshire and

Buckinghamshire when the Midland Re-
gional station moves down to 398.9 metres,
on relinquishing its present wave of 479.2
metres in favour of the North Regional.
The frequency separation between the
Midland and London Regionals is at present
considerable, namely 216 kilocycles. Under
the new order of wavelengths the difference
will be only 90 kilocycles. Listeners near
either Regional may find a higher order .of
selectivity needed in their sets in order to
avoid the stronger signal- swamping the
weaker. Another point is that the reduction
in the Midland Regional wavelength may
reduce the effective service area of the sta-
tion. To some .extent this deterioration in
range may be offset by the new aerial
arrangement shortly to be introduced at
the Midland Regional station.

THE DOG BARKS
11 WAS at the rehearsal of Rich Girl,
1 Poor Girl" writes our Correspondent,

-"_and I must say I was impressed with the
music. Miss Terry's little. terrier kept well
out of the way, under the piano, during the
rehearsal; but as soon as the announcer gave
the signal for an interval the dog positively
jumped for joy Evidently a well -trained
terrier." The musical comedy referred to
is unique in being introduced into this
country through the medium of radio.

RELAY TALK
THEY are considering a relay from

Czechoslovakia at Savoy Hill. A
tentative date has been fixed, namely
March, 2o. The link would, of course, be
the new land -line network. There seems a
lot more hope for this sort of relay than for
the suggested relay of- jungle sounds from
Kenya, through the medium of the Nairobi
short-wave station. The B.B.C. wants to
be assured of programme value these
days. Stunts are looked upon with sus-
picion, unless the engineering side is above
reproach. The powers -that -be at Savoy
Hill are less inclined than ever before to
broadcast items of merely stunt value. We
rather gathered the impression that, in the
matter of jungle noises, the Effects Depart-
ment will be pleased to oblige as and when
the thirst of listeners for these blood-
curdling noises becomes sufficiently marked.

In view bf interference by Wilno on the
Genoa transmissions,' the Italian station
has been seeking another position in the
broadcast band. Satisfactory tests were
recently made on 524 metres.

At a distance of some 800 miles, the new
station at Sottens, Switzerland, has been
received at excellent volume at Glasgow.

The main building of the new Scottish
Regional Broadcasting Station, which is
about to be erected near Falkirk, will be
on a site facing the main road between
Falkirk and Slamannan It will contain
all the internal transmitting apparatus,
and will measure 31 o feet by i13 feet, with_
an altitude of 26 feet. It,is expected that
the building will take abolut twelve months
to complete.
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CUTTING YOUIR----
RUNNING COSTS

ALTHOUGH most motorists keep a
careful account of their running costs

and, at any time, can tell how much a mile
is the expense of running their cars, few

Battery -users should have double -capacity or even
triple -capacity high-tension batteries-the first

step in running -cost economy

listeners take the same bother with their
wirelew sets. The probable reason is that
the cost of running a set is negligible in
comparison with the upkeep of even the
cheapest car, but that is no reason why the
opportunity should not be taken to work
out the runnings cost figures and to see
whether an economy can be effected.

There is no point in wasting money, and
I feel safe in saying that with the possible
exception of some of the latest all -electric
sets (and even these are not always above
improvement) every type of receiver is
susceptible to slight alteration not only
with a view to getting better results but to
cutting out wasteful expenses.

Battery Working
Perhaps your set works only from bat-

teries. Once a month, or perhaps more
frequently, you take the accumulator to
the charging station. At least every six or
seven months you find it necessary to buy
a new H.T. Where, you may ask, is it
possible to cut down this continual ex-
pense ?

First, it is the cost of the accumulator
charge which most directly affects the
pocket, although it is not the greatest
'expense, and I would point out that many
charging stations may have standard
harges for two, four, and six -volt accumu-

lators, practically irrespective of capacity.
Therefore, if you have a two -volt 3o -ampere

This article by KENNETH ULLYETT is of interest
to every set user because in practically all receivers it is
possible to effect an improvement in upkeep expenses and

running costs.

accumulator, which lasts on your set for
perhaps a fortnight, it may cost 8d. per
charge, whereas a two -volt accumulator of
double the capacity may perhaps be

charged for the same rate. -
I do not say that this is a

general practice but if it is the
case with your local charging
station you should take advan-
tage of it and get as many
"amperes" as possible for your
money. Even where the standard
rate does not apply for any
capacity, you will find that the
increase in charge is not pro-
portional to the capacity of the
accumulator and it is always
cheaper so far as running costs
go, to have a large battery of a
low -voltage.

If you have a new set of four -
or six -volt valves then, obvious -

A simple arrangement for D.C. mains users-a cheap
mains unit and a lamp -resistance accumulator charger

ly, it would not be in the inter-
ests of economy to scrap these
and to use a two -volt accumu-
latarand a new set of valves; it
shows, though, that where possi-
ble, and unless one wishes to
use valves of a type not obtain-
able in the two -volt range (prac-
tically impossible nowadays) it
is best to use a two -volt accumu-
lator.

Again, to prevent waste I
would not suggest that you scrap
or sell your present small accu-
mulator, unless it is very old.
Keep it as a reserve so that you
will never be without low-tension

"juice" while the larger battery is at the
charging station. In certain cases it is,
over a period of eighteen months or two
years, cheaper to buy a charger or trickle
charger and to keep one's batteries in
tip-top condition at home, if the mains
are available.

You must not forget, though, that mains
valves can be used, thus doing away with
the need for a battery and I will deal with
this point later. So far as the H.T. supply
goes, it is difficult to give figures because
set needs and the performance of H.T.
batteries vary accordingly. Bear in mind
that if you have no mains available and
must use batteries, it is cheaper to buy a
large -capacity battery. This point has been
so often dealt with that it is necessary only
to refer to it. It should be remembered
that for H.T. work it is always cheaper to
use the mains in preference to dry batteries,
and if you have electric light in the house

and do not use it for the wire-
less set you are simply throwing
money away. Also, as you will
find when you do change over
to mainS-operation, you are miss-
ing a great deal of the conveni-
ence of all -electric operation.

If you have the mains and are
buying or building an entirely
new set then, without a doubt,
the cheapest method of oper-
ation is to make the set all-
electric-that is, provided the
mains are alternating current.
In certain cases the difference
is not so marked with direct -
current mains.
(Continued at foot of next page)

For A.C. users-a simple H.T. unit incorporating a
trickle -charger
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THE BEAM MICROPHONE
Interesting details of a new directional apparatus

THE condenser microphone, though a great
advance on the double -button carbon var-

iety, possesses several disadvantages, especially
for out -door work. Generally speaking, it may
be considered as non -directional. With this type
it is of no great importance where the artistes
stand in relation to the diaphragm, which picks
up satisfactorily even when the sound comes
from the rear.

For studio work this gives satisfaction, since
it enables the microphone to be hung just, out-
side the field of the camera, thereby allowing

both long and short shots to be
taken at the same time. For
out -door work the use of the
ordinary microphone is
fraught with many troubles,
which the invention of the
"beam" microphone ameli-
orates to a great extent.

_ As will be seen in the
photograph, the beam micro-
phone is nothing more or less
than a large metal reflector,
some 6 ft. in diameter and of
an ellipsoidal form. At the
focus of this mirror the
ordinary type condenser
microphone is suspended by
means of wires and springs
and with its sensitive face
pointed towards the mirror.
Sounds are thus collected by
the large reflector and then
focused upon the small -size
diaphragm.

It is stated that the beam
microphone will pick up faultlessly dialogue at a distance of 5o or 6o ft., and
such incidental sounds as a train whistle at as far away as a quarter of a mile.

The beam microphone in use in a new talkie
Cimarron: note the four cameras at different

levels

The illustration shows the gallery towers and
beam microphone used in the taking of the radio
picture, Cimarron, and when the picture is
released in this country the value of the new
invention will be fully appreciated.

As a matter of interest, it may be mentioned
that the ellipsoidal form of the mirror was
adopted after much experimental work, by which
it was proved that no other curve would give
satisfactory results. Another useful feature of
the arrangement lies in the fact that if the
microphone proper is not placed at the vocal
point of the mirror a slight over -emphasis of
high and low frequencies results. Exact posi.
tioning at the vocal point emphasises the bass.

For O.B. Broadcasts
While from a first consideration the above.

described device may not appear to have great
influence on radio, yet we must not be too sure
about it. For a long time we have listened
patiently to studio work, but in the future it is
quite possible that representatives of the B.B.C.
may from some suitable vantage point be able
to "beam in" addresses to crowds and such -like
out -door shots, which are usually out of the
question, due to the fact that at the moment they
necessitate the special erection of microphones
before the speakers.

Again, when television takes its long -hoped -for
leap, we shall soon tire of studio work and
attempt out -door scenes or " location work," as
our American friends have it, but how can this
be a success when most people have little time
for listening, except after office hours? Well,
the direction of rotation of the earth will help in
this matter and so we in this country may be
able to listen and "see in" to out -door dramas
taking place in the American afternoon.-B.B.

CUTTING YOUR RUNNING COSTS'
(Continued from preceding page)

I have checked up the performance and
running cost of several popular mains set
and find that the average uses between
30-50 watts and can be run for under 1,4c1.

an hour. The average three -valve mains
set, taking all its current from the mains,
and having a dial -illuminating bulb costs
about 6s. per thousand hours of working.
A corresponding type working off direct
current mains may cost as much as 15s.
per i,000 hours of working. In both these

- examples which I have worked out from
average popular receivers, I have estimated
the cost of current as 6d. a unit.

Initial cost is the only drawback, because
reliable mains apparatus cannot be made
cheaply. At the same time a home -built
all -mains driven set is often cheaper than
a commercial battery -driven set. The cost
is not so great if you intend using the mains
only for H.T. and want to carry on using
accumulators for L.T. You will find that
a suitable direct -current unit for H.T. only
costs about 3os. or £2. As an H.T. battery
for the same type of set costs between los.
and 303. you will see that the price is soon
saved, because with the average set two
dry battery replacements will be needed
every year.

Another problem which often crops up
is whether it is cheaper, with an A.C.
supply, to use mains valves or to continue
witir battery valves and a trickle charger.
Quite apart from any question of cost, it
is safe to say that mains valves nowadays
give a noticeably better performance. This
is particularly the case with low -frequency

The last stage in economy-an all -electric mains unit
working with mains valves

and power valves, the characteristics of
which are often much better in the case of
mains -heated types than equivalent battery
valves. There is also the trouble of arrang-
ing the trickle -charging times so that the

accumulator is not overcharged nor is
allowed to drop so that the " juice"
will give out at an awkward moment.

It is probable that the current actually
taken from the mains is slightly greater
when mains valves are used than when a
trickle -charger is used. At the same time
there is so much wastage of power with any

accumulator charging device
that in the long run it is
bound to be cheaper to use
mains valves.

Where any expensive alteration.
is contemplated such as changing
over from battery to mains
valves, the cost of the con-
version must be considered in
relation to the number of years
over which the apparatus
will be used. It seems safe
to assume now that A.C. mains
supplies are being standardised,
at voltages between 200 to
25o, and nobody who already
has such an A.C. supply will
regret buying mains apparatus,
for it is in the nature of an

investment. D.C. mains users, though,
will find that the greatest economy is not
to be obtained by the use of too much
expensive mains apparatus, for conversion
of some kind, is bound to be needed.
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AND PASS TUNING

HIGH-POWER STATIONS

How present-day broadcasting conditions are likely to affect the design of
receiving apparatus is indicated in this topical article by dILAN HUNTER

WHETHER we like it or not, high- Trend
power broadcasting has come to stay.

One by one the modest transmitters of
France, Italy, Germany, and Scandinavia,
not forgetting Great Britain, are being
scrapped for high power. I suppose the
B.B.C. started the craze with its Regional
scheme. Germany has equally ambitious
plans. In such stations as Stockholm,Rome,

Wave/myth
A B

Fig. 1. Normal sequence of two tuning
circuits

Heilsberg, Strasbourg and Miihlacker we
have the new order of things.

High power means. more signals of
entertainment value. Will any listener with
a modern set deny that, in spite of selec-
tivity troubles, we are getting more really
worth -while foreign programmes to -day
than two years ago, when high power meant
five or ten kilowatts?

Some writers object to high power, con-
tending that ten or fifteen kilowatts is quite
enough for a reasonable service area. These
objectors are, I suggest, overlooking the
fact that a limited service area implies a
great number of stations and, therefore, a
great number of frequency channels.

The Problem of Selectivity
However enthusiastic one may wax over

high -power broadcasting, the problem of
selectivity must be faced. Our simple ideas
on tuning suffered a rude shock when high -
power broadcasting began. Southerners
had a taste of troubles to come when
Brookmans Park started up. Northerners
are in for the same education with Moorside
Edge.

Theory teaches us that for complete
separation of signals we need four tuned
circuits, although three are considered a
fair compromise. The trouble about hand-
ing on a signal from one tuned circuit to
another is, that energy is lost in the process.
To make up for this loss we usually insert
a high -frequency amplifying valve between
the two tuned circuits.

of Valve Design
For reasons best known to themselves,

our valve -makers have competed with one
another in a race for amplification factors.
To -day British valves are more efficient
than any others in the world. One gets
tremendous amplification per valve stage,
so much so, that the ratio of selectivity to
sensitivity is not enough with ordinary
tuning arrangements.

Take for example, a set with one stage of
high -frequency amplification and two tuned
circuits. This is found to provide inade-.
quate selectivity, so a further tuned circuit

' is added. Sensitivity then drops, so a
further high -frequency valve is added.
The great increase in amplification is then
found to counteract the selective advantage
of the extra tuned circuit. Such a sequence
of events is by no means uncommon. One
can hardly blame the seeker after selec-
tivity for scrapping the extra valve and
tuned circuit, relying on his one -high -
frequency stage.

During this season I have tested nearly
every commercial set on the market. While
I can congratulate the makers on the
sensitivity per valve stage and upon the
quality of reproduction, I can only sorrow
silently at the inadequate selectivity. That
the makers realise this shortcoming is
evident from certain signs and portents
regarding next season's set designs.

Let us hope they will take a leaf from the
amateur's book, In the latest amateur -
built sets I see a great advance in selec-

Coil
Coupling

Condenser
Col/pithy

ITTIrdrifIrr
MEM

A
Fig. 3. Alternative ways of using band-

pass coils

tivity. I am thinking of the band-pass
tuner, as incorporated in that excellent
set, the " 1931 Ether Searcher." Without
going into all the conflicting factors of
band passing, let me give a simple explana-
tion of its advantages. Look for a moment
at Fig. IA, where two entirely separate
tuned circuits are coupled together in the

usual way by the interposition of a high -
frequency amplifying valve.

The overall resonance curve of this
arrangement is the product of two separate
curves. At B is shown how an incoming
signal causes a rise of current. It will be
seen that the maximum current is restricted
to a narrow frequency band. This means
that music and speech frequencies modu-

r

L

Wayeenyth
A B

Fig. 2. Band-pass tuning sequence

fated near the carrier frequency will cause
more current to flow than the outlying
frequencies, that is to say the highest
frequencies of the audible range.

Now look at Fig. 2A, where instead of
the sequence tune -amplifier -tune we have
tune -tune -amplifier. And then at Fig. 2B,
where the curve is seen to be quite different
from Fig. in. The two tuning curves have
been drawn on the same base. So although
an incoming signal with the tuning arrange-
ment of Fig. 2B causes current to flow over
approximately the same frequency band,
this current is more evenly distributed.
More of the outlying frequencies are repro-
duced. There is not nearly so much high -
note loss.

The double -hump effect of the Fig. 2B
curve is due to the coupling together of the
coils as shown by Fig. 2A. The advantage
of the Fig. 2 sequence as compared with
the Fig. I sequence is more readily under-
stood when it is realised that an incoming
signal consists not merely of the carrier
frequency, but of frequencies extending as
much as five kilocycles each side.

In practice a band-pass filter is used in
conjunction with a normal inter -valve
coupling, which if sharply tuned, has the
effect of filling in the dip between the two
humps of the curve shown by Fig. 2B. In
this way an approach to the ideal form of
tuning curve shown by the dotted lines at
Fig. 2B is obtained.

In designing band-pass circuits, it is not
convenient to use the mutual inductance
of the two coils for coupling as shown by

(Continued at foot of next pag)
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A GREAT COMPETITION FOR AMATEUR CONSTRUCTORS
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£50 IN CASH PRIZES
EVERY 1931 ETHER SEARCHER" BUILDER MUST COMPETE

SPECIAL N'ITICE.-POSTPONEMENT OF CLOSING DATE
Readers have pointed out to us that the

proposed closing date, March 9, as
announced in previous issues, operates
very unfairly in some cases. It appears
that in certain parts of the provinces
there was at one time some delay in
obtaining all the parts for the "1931
Ether Searcher" and that many readers
who would like to compete find that but
very little time has been left after building
for the purpose of gaining experience with
the set.

Further, our announcement that the
battery -operated model would be followed

by a mains -operated one left them in a
position of uncertainty as to which they
would build.

We appreciate some of the points that
have been put forward, and in any case we
do not wish to insist upon a closing date
which may be regarded as operating un-
fairly to any section of would-be competi-
tors, with which object in mind, we have
postponed the closing date until MONDAY,
MARCH 23.

Our correspondence shows that a great
number of readers are building the set.
We trust that a large proportion of

them will enter for this competition.
On just one point we may say a word :

the arrangement by which we shall ask
selected competitors to send their sets to
us is apparently a difficulty in some cases,
readers not wishing to be without their
sets for any length of time. We have
already said that we will not retain any set
for more than six days, and now state that
we shall even improve on this if at all
possible. It is not our wish that the
selected competitors should be without
their sets for anything more than a
minimum of time.

WE offer Fifty Pounds in cash prizes,
as well as a number of consolation

awards, in a competition for amateur
builders of the " 1931 Ether Searcher."
The competition is open to every reader
who either has built this remarkable three-
valver or will be doing so during the next
two or three weeks.

We ask all " 1931 Ether Searcher "
builders to send us an account of how they
built the set, how they used it, and how
they found its performance. Just a
short account-not exceeding 300
words, please.

WHAT THE READER
IS TO DO

Readers can comment, for exam-
ple, on the ease or the difficulty with
which they built the set; on the time
taken to build the set; on their ex-
periences after they had built it; the
number of stations actually logged
and any particular successes obtained,
especially in relation to the conditions
of reception in their own district.
They should state where they bought
the components.

As a guarantee of good faith, we
should like every reader to get a
friend or neighbour to add a few
words to the account, saying that he
has seen the " 1931 Ether Searcher" built
by Mr. -, and has every reason to be-
lieve that the account is true. Get the
friend or neighbour to sign his statement
and give his address.

If you can manage to send us a good
photograph of yourself with your set, so
much the better. A " good " photograph,
you will understand, is not a tiny under-

exposed " snap " which could not be
satisfactorily reproduced.

We reserve the right to publish all, or
any, of the entries, wholly or in part.

COMPETITION CLOSES
MONDAY, MARCH 23

All entries must reach us not later than
Monday, March 23. After considering
them in detail, we shall choose from among

and award points for workmanship and
general appearance, and will then test
each set and award points for perform-
ance. The Editor will act as Chairman of
the Judges, and his decision will be final.

CELEBRATING SUCCESS
We have arranged this competition,

firstly, to prove our own great faith in
the " 1931 Ether Searcher " and to

celebrate the tremendous success
that it has won, and, secondly,
to give the amateur constructor the
pleasure of competing with his fel-
lows for a number of cash prizes
each thoroughly worth having.

We want an entry from every
reader who has made the " 1931
Ether Searcher " or who intends to
make it during the next fortnight or
so. All you need do is to send us
the short account asked for. We
repeat, all accounts must reach us
by Monday, March 23.

Any set sent us, except at our own
special invitation, will not be con-
sidered. Competitors must wait to
hear from us before sending their
sets. Their job is to post us their
Soo -word account in good dine.

The next step is ours.
In making our selection of readers

whose sets are to be sent us for exam-
ination and test, we shall be guided
by our special experience and by or-
dinary common sense, and readers must
rely on our good faith in this and in
all other matters relating to the corn -
petition.

We pledge
prize money.

FIFTEEN CASH PRIZES TOTALLING

£50 WILL BE AWARDED

1st Prize-
Cheque for Twenty Pounds
2nd Prize-
Cheque for Ten Pounds
3rd Prize-
Cheque for Five Pounds
4th Prize-
Cheque for Three Pounds
5th Prize-
Cheque for Two Pounds

There will be Ten
other Prizes, each of
a cheque for One

Pound.

In addition we shall award
a number of small "com-
mendation " prizes.

the competitors some such number as
twenty or thirty who will be specially
invited to submit their actual sets for a
brief period. We shall send each of the
selected competitors special packing in-
structions and addressed labels, and we
shall pay for both packing and carriage.

Further, we shall give each of these
selected competitors an undertaking not
to retain his set for more than six days.
The Editor, with his Technical and Con-
structional Staff, will examine each set

ourselves to award the ful

THE EDITOR.

111

" BAND-PASS TUNING"
(Continued from preceding page)

Fig. 2. The compromise between high -note
loss, selectivity and sensitivity is best
achieved by inductive coupling, as shown
by Fig. 3a, or capacity coupling as shown
by Fig. 3B. In these arrangements the two
tuned circuits are kept quite separate
(usually screened) and the coupling between
them is determined by a common coil
or condenser.

Band passing is not as simple as it looks.
In the Fig. 3A arrangement the selectivity,
and therefore the high -note loss, is greater
at the top end of the wavelength scale than
at the bottom end, whereas the reverse is
true of the Fig. 313 circuit. In spite of the
complications in arriving at the right form
of coupling for the band-pass coils, the
practical result has proved to be good quality
combined with good selectivity.

The double -tuning variation of the band-

pass coils does not, in practice, involve
complicated operation, for it is quite
simple to " gang " the two condensers
associated with the two band-pass coils.
Band-pass tuning, pre -selection or what-
ever you may call it, is the set -designers
answer to the problem raised by high -
power broadcasting. It is only fitting that
transmission and reception technique should
progress together; transmitters are now
leading by a long way; it is up to us to
catch up.
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A rear view of the " Ether Searcher " with the home-
made mains unit installed

THE " 1931 Ether Searcher" is in two
sections, one being the receiver itself,

and the other the mains unit. Construc-
tional details of the receiver itself were
given in "A.W." No. 455, while a suitable
mains unit to work with it was described
last week in " A,W." No. 456.

As has been explained, however, the
receiver will work with any standard A.G.
mains eliminator which also incorporates a
transformer giving four -volt supply for the
heaters of the valves. Or, if desired, a
standard commercial H.T. unit without this
form of filament supply may be used and
the filament -transformer may be connected
to the mains supply, and to the heater
circuit of the valves.

The "A.W." eliminator, it will be seen,
has four output tappings, and care- should
be taken to see that these are connected
correctly, with of the unit to
terminal H.T. + I on the set, H.T.+2. to
H.T.+ 2, and so on.

There is no special
point to note in the
placing of the elimin-
ator unit' with regard
to the set, and, pro-
vided it is kept at least
6 in. away, there is no
danger of interaction.

In any case it is ad-
visable to have the unit
enclosed or protected
in some way so that the
hands cannot accident-

.. ally be placed on any
" live " metal parts, for
this of course, would
cause shocks.

H.T. Supply
You will see that of

the four high-tension
output terminals H.T.
+4 gives the greatest
voltage for the power
valve. H.T.+ 2 is the
detector tapping and
H.T. + 3 is for the anode
of the screen -grid valve.

114.11.

OPERATING THE

"ALL -ELECTRIC
ETHER SEARCHER"

Although the instructions detailed below apply
particularly to the "All -Electric 1931 Ether
Searcher," described in the two preceding issues,
the information will be of value to all users of

mains -driven sets
All these tappings are fixed, and
the variable tapping H.T.+ x
is for the screening grid of
the screen -grid valve. Varia-
tion of this voltage is possible
by means of the 120,000 -ohms
potentiometer on the terminal

strip of the H.T. unit and, generally speak-
ing, the best voltage for working with the
" Ether Searcher " is obtained when the arm
of this resistance is about half -way round
the winding.

With practically every A.C. mains supply
(of course, the " All -Electric 1931 Ether
Searcher" will work only on an A.C. supply)
it does not matter which way round the
mains plug is inserted. It is occasionally
found, however, that in one direction, owing
to the better earth provided, there is less
background noise and you might care to try
this experiment. The set can be switched
off either by pulling the mains plug out of
its socket or, alternatively, a flex -type
switch can be fitted in the lead to the unit.
A good earth to the set is needed to
stabilize the set.

These instructions with regard to mains
safety and earthing apply also to any com-
mercial eliminator which may be used with
the "Searcher." There is just a point to

TO A.C.MAINS

SWITCH

These are the connections for any standard commercial high-tension unit, not
fitted with a 4 -volt filament transformer, which may be used with the " All -
Electric 1931 Ether Searcher." The filament transformer is connected to the
mains supply and the receiver as shown, and a fuse block and switch are pro-

vided in the input leads to all the mains apparatus

note, however, in that all commercial units'
do not have the four H.T. tappings which
are provided on the home -built unit for the
"Searcher," and if you intend using a com-
mercial unit which has, say, only three tap-
pings, then leads H.T.+3 and H.T.A- 4 on
the set (that is, the screen -grid H.T. con-
nection and the power valve H.T. connec-
tion) should be joined together and taken
to the point of greatest voltage on the
eliminator.

Lead H.T.{-2 of the set should be taken
to the detector tapping and H.T. r to the
variable screen -grid tapping. Among the
commercial eliminators which are available
as in standard types with a four -volt fila-
ment winding, are the Regentone \VIA, the
Junit, Clarke's Atlas A.C. 220, and
Tannoy. A good eliminator which, how-
ever, does not incorporate a four -volt three -
ampere output winding is the Philips H.T.
unit, type 3009, and in bench tests of the
mains driven "Ether Searcher," this unit
has been used with great success in con-
junction with a Regentone type ACV fila-
ment transformer.

Mains valves must be used in the mains -
driven "Ether Searcher" and although it is
possible to use certain types of four -volt
battery valve in the power stage, this is not

recommended. General
operation of this set
with the mains drive
is very similar to that
of the battery -driven
model and, most im-
portant of all, it is
necessary to get the
tuning circuits ganged
before good reception
can be obtained.

For the initial ganging
tests it is advisable to
use the automatic tun-
ing scale which was
given with "A.W." No.
449. Select a good local
station and tune this in
with the main condenser
of the " Ether Searcher"
according to the reading
given on the station log.
That is, if the station
should come in at 6o
degrees, then for a first
test, set the main control
at this reading and then
(Contd. foot of next page)
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For the Newcomer to Wireless :
T DON'T find that the  slow-motion
1 dials that I recently bought make
fine tuning quite so easy as you led me
to expect that they would.

How's that ?
Well, suppose that I am coming on to

a station by increasing the reading. It
builds up to good strength, but I think
that may be able to get it just a little
better. I make a further small increase,
but find that I have gone too far. When
I turn the knobs backwards nothing hap-
pens until I have gone rather a long way.

Your dials have a good deal of back-
lash in their action., The ideal dial would
have an absolutely positive drive, the
slightest movement of the knob in
either direction producing an immediate
corresponding response in the position
of the scale and the moving plates.

As a matter of fact I did get my dials
as rather a bargain.

You mean that you were offered
something cheap and that you fell !

From what you say I expect that
must be the case.

A slow-motion dial can be both cheap

and good; in fact many excellent firms
turn out dials at remarkably low prices.
You won't go wrono-t' if you purchase
these, but it is the height of folly to
spend money on cheap foreign -made
dials, which are simply thrown together.
I expect that you have another fault to
find with your dials.

As a matter of fact, I have. In certain
parts of the scale you can turn the knob
without moving the plates at all.

That's what we call free -wheeling,
very common in cheap -jack dials.

Is there no way of testing out a dial
in the shop and without actually fitting
it to a receiving set ?

Yes. Whenever you are examining a
slow-motion dial with a view to pur-
chase, get hold of it in your left hand,
holding the rim between the thumb and
the third and fourth fingers. Here's a
dial. Just take it up as I suggest.

Now you will see that your first and
second fingers come naturally at the
back. Place them on the driving disc
(that is the metal or celluloid part to
which the moving scale is fixed) and

adjust the ganging trimming condensers.
Each small trimming knob should be

adjusted in turn with a screwdriver. First,
deal with the trimming condenser screw at
the top of the main condenser which is on
the right of the tuning dial, looking at the
set from the front. Turn the reaction
knob so that the receiver is just on the
oscillation point and tune to the silent point
of the carrier wave. Decrease reaction
immediately so that the set is just off the

SLOW -MOTION
DIALS

press pretty firmly upon it. If you do
that your first and second fingers act as
a brake and give the dial just about as
much work as it would have to do in
operating the moving vanes of a variable
condenser:

I follow. And now I suppose I rotate
the knob ?

Yes. Remove the pressure of the
fingers for a moment and turn it
rapidly to zero. Now put on the brake
and move slowly from zero to maximum,
watching the scale meanwhile to see if
any slip takes place. When you get to
the maximum go back again, watching
as before.

And about backlash ?
Lift your fingers off the driving disc;

turn to, say, the 7o mark, setting the
hair line exactly on this. Now apply the
pressure again and see whether you can
turn the knob to and fro a little without
seeing or feeling any response from the
driving disc. You can see by watching
the hair line; you can feel whether the
disc tries to turn against the pressure ofyour fingers.}

the panel at its minimum setting.
Make good use of this pre set aerial con-

denser on the _Tanel when searching for
foreign stations. It is probable that you
will get best results when this is occasion-
ally varied as the set is tuned over its whole
scale. Often a slight readjustment of this
pre-set control turns a faint signal into one at
strong speaker strength. This is particu-
larly the case at the extreme ends of the
tuning scale where the ganging of the band -

11
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the terminal strip of the set. When the
plug is pushed home the grid of the detec-
tor valve is disconnected from the pre-
ceding H.F. stage and is connected to the
pick-up. A small amount of negative bias
is automatically provided then to this valve
so that it is not overloaded by big voltages
of the pick-up. There is no gramophone
volume control in the set, and if such a con-
trol is needed it should be placed across the
pick-up terminals.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR THE "ALL -
ELECTRIC ETHER SEARCHER"

Baseboard, 16 in. by 10 in. (Cameo,
Pickett, Clarion, Peto-Scott).

Panel, 8 in. by 6 in. (Trelleborg, Becol,
Peto-Scott).

Three -gang .0005-mfcl. variable condenser
with drum dial (J.B. Chassimount, Polar,
Lotus, Forme).

.0003-mfd. variable series aerial conden.
Eer (Readi-Rad, Polar, Lotus).

.0001-mfd. variable reaction condenser
(Readi-Rad, Lissen, Bulgin, Polar, Peto-
Scott, Lotus, Burton).

Set of three matched coils with ganging
switch (two Colvern type TGSC and one
TGSR).

Low -frequency transformer (Telsen Ace,
ratio, 5-1, Lissen, Varley, Lotus, RI., Vol-
tron, Ferranti).

.01-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C. flat type,
Lissen, Dubilier, Telsen).

.0002-mfd. fixed condenser with grid leak
dips (T.C.C., Dubilier, Lissen, Telsen,
Watmel).

.0002-mfd. and .0003-mfd. fixed condenser
(Lissen, T.C.C., Dubilier, Telsen).

Three I-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen,
T.C.C., Dubilier, Filta).

2-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C., Dubilier,
Lissen, Filta).

Three 5 -pin valve holders (Telsen, Luta,
Lotus, W.B., Benjamin).

High -frequency choke (Telsen, Lewcos,
Readi-Rad, Bulgin, Tunewell, Feto-Scott,
R.I.).

Two 2-megobm grid leaks (Dubilier,
Lissen, Watmel, Graham-Farish).

Grid -leak holder (Bulgin, Wearite, Gra-
ham-Farish).

Three coil screens (H. & B., Readi-Rad,
Colvern, Peso -Scott).

S.G. valve screen (H. & B., Colvern).
Aluminium foil sheet, 15/ in. by 9/ in.

(Readi-Rad, H. & B., Peto-Scott).
Terminal block (Junit).
Ebonite strip, 7 in. by 2 in. (Becol, Trelle-

borg, Peto-Scott).
Four terminals, marked : A., E., LS.(2)

(Belling -Lee, Clix, Burton).
Pick-up jack (Lotus J.K.3).

15 -ohm potentiometer for panel mounting
(Wearite, Clarostat).

One 600 -ohm, one 1,090 -ohm, - n1 on.
100,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance (Lewcos,
Bulgin, Readi-Rad, Peto-Scott)

1,000 -ohm wire -wound resistance (Wat-
mel, Claude Lyons).

COMPONENTS FO
Baseboard, 16 in. by 171 in. (Cameo,

Clarion, Peto-Scott).
Mains transformer, with secondary wind-

ings for 4 -volt filament (Regentone, type
WR7).

Westinghouse metal rectifier, type H,T.7.
20 -henry smoothing choke (Varley,Lissen,

R.I., Wearite).
Three 4 tufa. fixed condensers (430 volt

working) (T.C.C., Dubilier, Listen, Filta,
Formo).

Three 2-mfd. fixed condensers :T.C.C.,
Lissen, Filta, Formo).

120,000 -ohm variable wire -wound resis-
tance (Regentstat).

29,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance (Lewcos,
Bulgin, Readi-Rad, Peto-Scott).

Low -frequency choke, 20 henries (12.I.,
Lissen, Varley).

Two yd. thin flex (Lewcoffex, Peto-Scott).
Seven spade terminals, marked : H.T.-,

H.T 1, H.T. 2, H.T. 3, 11.T.-+ 4, L.T. (2)
(Clix, Belling Lee).

Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos)

R THE A.C. UNIT
31,000 -ohm spaghetti resistance (Lewcos,

Bulgin, Readi-Rad, Peto-Scott).
Ebonite strip, 9 in, by 2 in. (Becol, Trelle.

bore, Peto-Scott).
Seven terminals, marked : H.T.-, H.T.

- 1, H.T. 1 2, H.T. , 3, H.T.-. 4, L.T. (2)
(Belling -Lee, Clix, Burton).

Length of mains flex (Lewcos).
Thin connecting wire and sleeving (Lew -

cos).
Flex type mains switch (Bulgin).
Baseboard -mounting twin fuse (Bulgin).
OR-
Philips high-tension unit, type 3009 and

4 -volt 3 -amp. mains transformer (Regen-
tone type ACV). OR-

Mains unit with 4 -volt 3 -amp, output
Regentone WIA, Junit, Clarke's "Atlas"
AC220, Tannoy).

oscillation point. When this adjustment
has been made, correct in the same way the
trimming condenser screw on the left of the
dial.

As very many " Ether Searchers" will be
used within the swamp area of a main sta-
tion it should be noted that in such a case
the trimming condenser of the main aerial
tuning condenser (on the left looking from
the front) should be screwed in so that it will
be necessary to have the aerial condenser on

pass coils may not be quite correct. Altera-
tions of the pre-set condenser bring the cir-
cuits back to proper tuning. This adjust-
ment is not at all critical but must be done
slowly so that the correct tuning point is
found.

A gramophone, pick-up can be used, of
course, with the "All -Electric 0939 Ether
Searcher," and to do this it is necessary
only to connect the ends of the pick-up lead
to a plug which fits in the jack provided on

Finally, it should be noted that if there is
too much mains ripple then slight readjust-
ment of the 15-ohM potentiometer on the
terminal strip of the set will correct this.

The " All -Electric 0939 Ether Searcher"
is quite safj to work because it is ade-
quately protected by fuses on the mains
side, and, furthermore, an output choke
in the power valve circuit insulates the
speaker from any dangerous mains vol-
tage.
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EVERYTHING glge. ELECTRICAL

GECopHONE

THE BEST
VALUE TODAY
IN PORTABLES

JUDGED ON

PERFORMANCE
JUDGED ON

PRICE

THE POINTS THAT COUNT-
/ Screen grid circuit gives great sensitivity which

allows many Home and Foreign stations to
be received.

2 Selectivity is such that separation of powerful
stations is complete.

3The GECoPHONE " Stork " Loud
Speaker fitted into the lid is capable of
handling immense power. Thus you are
certain of pure reproduction at any volume.

4 Equipment includes the latest OSRAM
VALVES (with the OSRAM P.2 Output
Valve) MAGNET Batteries and MAGNET
unspillable Accumulator. A turntable for
directional tuning is provided.

5 Low current consumption of 1 t milliamps.

bThe case is waterproof leather finish, very
distinctive and very robust. Choice of
brown or maroon colours. Also table model
of solid polished mahogany.

7 Simplicity of operation.

HIRE PURCHASE
You can either buy the GECoPHONE Portable
for Cash (k15.15.o) or Hire Purchase-deposit
I.1 .1 t.o, 52 monthly payments of £ t.4.13
Complete with OSRAM Valves, MAGNET
Batteries, MAGNET Unspillable Accumulator
and Turntable, and including Royalty,

RE00 TRADE MARK

4
VALVE

SCREEN
GRID

PORTABLE

MADE IN
ENGLAND

Sold by all
Wireless Dealers.

41/

Portables have come and portables have gone,
but during the three years the GECoPHONE
has been in the highest -class market it has
established an unassailable reputation for
performance and reliability. Today you pay
5 guineas less than last year, and 8 guineas less
than the year before for exactly the same set,
with the addition of constant improvements to
keep pace with broadcasting developments.
You cannot possibly buy a set which offers
such good value.
Fill in the coupon below for leaflet which
reproduces the models in actual colours.
This will be sent POST FREE. Your
local dealer will demonstrate the
set in your own home without
placing you under any obli-
gation. We have arranged
this with the trade.

FINISHES
Waterproof Leather Finish
in Maroon or Brown.
Table Model in
Solid Polished
Mahogany
(formerly
£21 .It?)

c>"

N(C..

ss.
1.46"- 3.11. ,CY 44 *Ice()

*4
Cut out coupon and paste on posf card, .or enclose in unsealed

envelope. Halfpenny postage in either case. A.W.

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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WITHOUT HUM
or DISTORTION
In A.C. mains Sets where the output valve
-whether triode or pentode-is directly
heated by A.C. mains, hum is difficult to
eliminate. A valve using an indirectly heated

cathode should therefore be employed.

The Mazda AC/PEN is a high power Pentode

capable of an enormous output with only
250 volts H.T. Its characteristics ensure

excellent bass response and brilliant high
notes and a detector can fully load it without

an intermediate stage and complete freedom

from hum is assured.

CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE Fit.
Volts Fit. Amps. Max

H.T. Volts
Amp.

Factor
Anode

Resistance
(ohms.)

Mutual
cond.

m AV
PRICE

ACISO 4 t .0 approx. 200 1200 - - 25/.
AO11-11- 4 1.0 ,. 200 35 11700 3.0 15/a

ACIP 4 1.0 200 10 2650 3.75 1716

AO 1 4 1.0 200 5 2000 2.5 174
AC?Pen 4 11.0 .. 250 - -- 2.2 27/6

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering
and Radio Business of the British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

Radio Division Showrooms:
155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

Showrooms in all the Principal Town:.

EDISWAN

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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(,)-1 CittweAutil
WIRELESS " BENEFITS "

TN this country we look upon broadcasting
1 as a national institution, but in Germany
they seem to regard it as one of the neces-
sities of life. At least, this seems to be the
effect of a recent decision whereby any
German listener who has been unemployed
for over six months is exempted from pay-
ing what is the equivalent of our B.B.C.
licence until he again becomes a wage-
earner. The German licence is collected
at the rate of two shillings a month, as
compared with our ten shillings a year, so
that the unemployed "benefit" is fairly
substantial. Incidentally, the same privi-
lege is accorded to any listener suffering
from severe war injuries, as well as to those
who are blind. Altogether, I should say
there must be a fairly large official "free
list" over there, which may perhaps
account to some extent for the higher rate
charged to those who can afford to pay.

PENNY WISE . . .

T is extraordinary how many people who
I ought to know better will insist upon
spoiling the ship for a ha'porth of tar. The
other evening I was called in to listen to a
set which I knew to be a good one, because,
in the first place, it was purchased on my
own recommendation, and in the *second
place, it was not by any means what you
would call a cheap outfit. I should, perhaps,
explain that it had been in use for roughly
two years, and was battery driven. When
switched -on, it produced a perfectly
appalling background of crackles and
sizzles. The noise was so bad that I thought
it could be due to nothing less than a
burnt -out transformer. However, I did
casually enquire howlong the H.T. battery
had been in use, and to my amazement was
told seven months ! I informed my friend
that for two pins I would report him to
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Tired and Worn-out Batteries, and
departed pondering on the futility of false
economy.

TRANSFORMER TROUBLE
T is very seldom that anything goes

I wrong with the modern transformer,
though some of the older models used to
be *a fertile source of trouble. Of course,
now and again things will happen. If .they
do, On can be practically certain that the
primary winding is the one at fault. Break-
down is nearly always due to the wire
being burnt out by excessive current, and
since the circuit of the secondary winding
of an intervalve transformer is broken by
the grid -filament path of the next valve,
only a very small amount of grid current
can flow on that side of the core. Certainly
not enough to cause a burn -out unless,
of course, the grid and filament collapse
and "short" inside the valve. In very rare
cases electrolytic action may occur between
the two windings, set up by moisture or
some other impurity in the insulation, and
in this case corrosion may lead to the wire

breaking either on the primary or secondary
side.

A MODERN " TOWER OF BABEL "
A SYNDICATE is at present negotiat-

ing with the Luxembourg Government
for the erection of a new high-powered
station, which, when completed will broad-
cast regularly in every European tongue.
This is a development I have been expecting
for some time. It helps one to realise what
a drawback it is-from the broadcast
listeners' point of view-to belong to a
polyglot Continent. In the United States,
for instance, every single item that goes
into the ether is open to the understanding
of any listener who has a set capable of
receiving it; whilst here we arc shut out
from so much that is of interest by the
language barrier.

The new venture is riot, of course, to be
run on philanthropic lines. There is
immense publicity value in a station which
can Make itself heard and understood
throughout the entire European market,
and the syndicate will look to the adver-
tisement revenue for their profit. The idea
has already been exploited to some extent
by the special "publicity" programmes
transmitted in English by Radio Paris-
and by our old friend, Hilversum. If the
newcomer provides equally good fare, we
shall be glad to hear it occasionally, even
if there is a small publicity
Swallow with the programme.

A GOOD IDEA
UNLIKE ourselves, the Germans are not

rushing haphazard into their regional
scheme. Their broadcasting authorities
quite realise that, though high power and
heavy modulation enormously increase the
crystal range of broadcasting stations, they
make it exceedingly difficult for valve users
to obtain decent quality. Before, there-
fore, they settle definitely the power and
the degree of modulation to be used by their
new stations they are engaged in taking a
census of listeners to ascertain what kinds
of receiving sets are most generally em-
ployed. Now, this is the right way of
going about it-find out what receiving
gear your listeners have and then fit your
transmissions to it. The wrong method,
surely, is to put up, without any previous
inquiry, gigantic transmitters and then to
tell people that they must scrap their old
sets if they want to be able to receive under
the new conditions.

EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY
IAM referring to the circuits of the con-

trol receivers used by the B.B.C. which
have recently been published. In order to
check the quality of the transmissions of
super -power stations it is necessary that
listening -in should be done in the control -
room. At super -power stations such as
Brookmans Park, one receiving set is used
right under the aerials. It might be
expected that something very much out of

the way in the matter of circuits would be
needed owing to the enormous field
strength, and it is not surprising that the
Kirkisfier has been used. Though it gives a
beautifully level response, this kind of
detector is so insensitive that CVell at
Brookmans Park itself a pentode amplifier
is necessary

A SUGGESTION
BUT it is when we come to the control

receiver used in London for checking
the doings of Brookmans Park that we find
the fullest confirmation of all that I have
written in these columns about the diffi-
culty of obtaining good quality from a high -
power station with a simple receiving set.
The set under discussion is intended to
receive regional transmissions at a range of
twenty miles or so. In order to avoid dis-
tortion it has been found necessary to
employ push-pull grid detection with a
plate voltage of 300. At twenty miles,
mark you ! This is surely a plain admis-
sion of the effects of a heavy modulation
upon sets such as the man in the street
must use. Would it not be far better if the
13.13.6. employed as its control receiver a
simple set of conznzonly used type and then
arranged its transmissions so that at twenty
miles this set could receive them without dis-
tortion ? I merely throw out the sugges-
tion.

COMIC OPERA
FT AD he been alive, W. S. Gilbert would,

1 I am sure, have written a comic opera
round the doings of the B.B.C. I suppose
that one of the most screamingly funny
things for years is the way in which their
scheme for cheapening wireless by means of
high power is working out. Those who
live anywhere within twenty miles of
Brookmans Park have already discovered
that a greater number of valves is necessary
if reproduction is to be of good quality, and
further that a very low impedance output
valve using a large amount of current and
needing a high plate voltage is required.
Push-pull detection means, of course, the
addition of another valve and the use of a
great deal of plate current. Expenses,
then, have increased in the number and
class of valves required and in the amount
of high-tension current consumed by the set
as a whole. Considerably less than 4o per
cent. of houses in this country have electric
light, and it follows that a big majority of
wireless sets in use must be battery -
operated. High-tension current has always
been about the most expensive item in the
battery man's budget, and he now finds
himself faced with increasing costs if he
does not want to sacrifice quality. A set
consuming from 25 to 40 milliamperes at
Soo volts is not going to be run on twopence
a week !

A TRAGEDY
T AM going to give you the story of an
1 unfortunate little experience of my own
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On Your Wavelength! (continued)

so that you may be duly forewarned and
therefore, I hope, forearmed. Feeling, for
some queer reason, a little less hard up than
usual the other day, I ordered a new super -
capacity H.T. accumulator to replace an old
friend of smaller size, which is not quite up
to the demands made by my big sets. It
duly came along, and very nice it looked
when I unpacked it. Pushing it into
Rattling Rupert-the ancient thing on
four wheels which I call a car, though my
friends have other names for it-I took it
down to the charging station and impressed
upon the chappie there the importance of
filling it with electrolyte of the correct
Sp. G. and of charging it only just long
enough to bring it up to the makers' figure
of 1,258. I also drew his attention to the
fact that the cells were dry charged and'
that they would not require very long.
That was on the Saturday. On the Mon-
day morning, when I was lying in bed
stricken with the fashionable 'flu, the tele-
phone bell rang. It was my friend of the
charging station, and a sad tale he had to
tell. According to him, the batteries were
thoroughly bad ones, for their positives had
simply fallen to pieces the moment they
were put on charge.

WORSE AND WORSE
LARGE chunks had detached themselves

from its plates, and had formed short-
circuiting bridges between positives and
negatives. The cells had heated up and the
whole battery was distinctly bent. ' What,
of course, had actually happened was this.
The man looking after the charaing appara-
tus had not realised that the batteries were
dry charged. He had connected them up
on the Saturday evening and had gaily gone
off for the week -end, leaving them to drink
in the juice poured into them by the mains.
There is no surer way of blowing up the best
of batteries than to charge its head off, and
this was precisely what had happened to
about £8 worth of mine. Oh, charging,
what crimes are committed in thy name I

ANOTHER ADVENTURE
AFURTHER sad experience befell a

friend of mine at another charging
station. He ,sent in for a refill a nice fat
I,.T. battery of glass -cased cells. When it
came back he was rather surprised to find
that the over-all E.M.F., instead of being
something over six, was only just above
two. Testing through cell by cell he found
that No. r and No. 2 had apparently been
connected up in opposition, for though the
voltmeter read all right on No. r it did its
best to go backwards on No. 2. On taking
No. 2 out of its case he was surprised to find
that this cell had apparently gone mad.
It would give a decent reading only if the
voltmeter was connected up the wrong way
round. Somewhat puzzled, he consulted
me, and I came round to have a look at the
cell. An examination of its plates showed
that they had received a pretty nasty knock
of some kind, and one needed to be no
Sherlock Holmes to deduce that it had been
placed on charge with its positive connected
to the generator negative and vice versa.

..11/%11.

It had, in fact, been charged backwards,
with- disastrous results.

POOR SERVICE
ICOME across quite a number of people

nowadays who complain that accumu-
lators, either H.T. or L.T., which have
every appearance of being in excellent con-
dition, fail to hold their charge as they
originally did. Here is an example. The
battery is a 4-volter consisting of two
6o -actual ampere glass -cased cells of first-
rate make. It is used to operate a four -
valve set drawing but .4 ampere of filament
'current. In theory this should mean 15o
service hours and, in practice one would look
for at least 12010 14o. The battery used to
last as long as this on one charge, but
recently it has begun to go " phut " at the
end of a fortnight with an average of four
hours a day working-or say, between 5o
and 6o actual hours. The plates, when I
came to examine them, were in pretty good
condition, though they had not their pris-
tine perfection. Still there was no reason
at all why the battery should not be able to
furnish well over loo working hours at a
charge.

A USEFUL HINT
Here is the solution of the mystery.

It is the kind of thing which occurs very
frequently and readers would do well to
make a note of it. In the handbooks it is
laid down that losses of electrolyte due to
evaporation should be made good by the
addition of distilled water only, and not of
acid. Now, when a battery is under charge,
gassing causes always a certain amount of
spluttering, when acid as well as water is
ejected from the cells. Some charging
stations, misunderstanding the instructions
about topping up, make up the deficiency
with distilled water only, with the result
that as time goes on the electrolyte becomes
weaker and weaker, and the specific gravity
falls to a dangerously low level. The bat-
tery then becomes a worse and worse per-
former, and its owner is lucky if the plates
are not badly damaged. It is a good pre-
caution to have all cells emptied and the
electrolyte renewed at least once a year.
It doesn't cost much, and you can then be

InTM11110 .....

emergency, be easily wound on a
circular piece of card having an un-
even number of slots. Silk or cotton -
covered wire of about No. 24 gauge
is suitable for the winding.

AN EMERGENCY COIL
Don't worry if you are at a loss

for a makeshift coil of a special size.
One of the old basket type can, in an

  
sure that your battery is being given a fair
chance.

 ANOTHER GROUSE -
THE idea of the regional scheme was, if

I remember aright, that we should have
definite alternative programmes from the
twin transmitters. I admit that on any
given night the Brookmans Park twins and
the Daventry ditto are usually putting
genuine alternatives into the, ether-
though there was an astonishing occasion
during last autumn when both "Raucous
Reg" and "Noisy Nat" were giving a
simultaneous rendering of. the , same
" chune," one being a few bars behind the
other. But what is biting me at the
present time is that a large chunk of
" Raucous Reg's" programme on one night
is often repeated in that of " Noisy Nat" on
another. I don't think that this is quite
playing the game. Few people ever want
to hear the same programme twice in the
same week, and it is distinctly annoying
when you switch on to find that your loud-
speaker is giving out precisely what it pro-
duced a couple of nights previously.

-AND SYMPATHY
AS readers know, I don't mind criticising

the B.B.C. pretty freely when it does
something more, than usually stupid, but I
do sympathise with it when quite unmerited
knocks come its way. One of the lay papers
has recently been attacking it good and
hearty on the score of its political sym-
pathies. I am not one of those who grow
very heated over politics and I am all for
free speech. To me, it seems that the
B.B.C. performs with amazing skill the
extraordinarily difficult feat dpreserving
an attitude without political or religious
bias. I don't think that the present attack
is merited, and I am quite sure that it does
the most case-hardened Tory no harm to
hear an occasional talk on Socialism or a
died -in -the -wool Communist any harm to
listen now and then to an ultra -Tory dis-
cussion. Myself, I have found little that
can be classed as offensive in any talks or
speeches that have been broadcast; but
perhaps the reason for this is that, like a
pretty large number of listeners, I glide
immediately from " Raucous Reg " to Rome,
or from "Noisy Nat" to Nurnberg if a
politician takes his stand before the micro-
phone.

A GEM
IFORGOT to tell you, by the way, of a

little gem that came through from
Moscow some weeks ago. After some
extraordinarily dreary talks to which I
listened, because I happened to be making
some experiments in speech reproduction,
the announcer told us that a musical pro-
gramme would follow. " You will now
hear," he said " Russian melodies played by
the Przmxlwrtsmski (at any rate, it sounded
like that) trio on three harmoniums."
Three harmoniums ! Ye gods 1 As a
matter of fact, they turned out to be
accordions.

THERMION.
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BROADCAST ARTISTeTA FiCiu R E

EDITH ASHB Y.-The pianist 0.1

the well-known broadcasters, " Old
Time Singers," Miss Ashby was the
pianist of the Bournemouth Orchestra

GILBER T BA ILE Y.-The founder
of "The Old Time Singers," recently

heard relayed from Cardiff.

BILLY MASON-Conduc-
tor of the Cafe de Paris Band,
at Coventry Street Restaurant.

YESSIE FURZE-A clever pianist,
who has established herself as an
artiste of good taste and unin patchable

technique.

LINDA SEYMOUR.-A con-
tralto tcho has figured in most of

the important studio concerts.

WISH 14" YNNE.-An actie7s
of character parts, noted for her

Cockney studies,

CHARLES WREFORD.-A
clever artiste who has a special
forte for country dialect stories

and impersonations.

ISOBEL ARMOUR.-Heard
through Glasgow recently, Miss
Armour is a well-known northern

'cellist.

GODFREY BROWNE.-The director of
Belfast Station from its initiation. He is the
conductor of the Belfast Symphony Orchestra.

W YNNE AgELLO.-A well-
known soprano who broadcasts

frequently.

yOSEPH SZGET I.-A world-
famous violinist, he broadcast in
February from the Queen's Hall,
playing the great Mendelssohn

'Concerto.

ANGUS MORRISON.-One
of the finest Scottish pianists, he
has broadcast from nearly all

stations.

ANN PENN.-An imitator of well-
known comedy stars ; since her first
broadcast she has appeared on the

variety halls with great succ,ss.
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THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO

XXVII GRID BIAS IN MAINS
WORKING

If you are a beginner in wireless, now is your chance to gain a clear conception of its theory
and practice. In this series of articles, specially prepared for the beginner, no previous
knowledge of wireless is assumed. It is intended to deal with every aspect of the subject
and the whole series will endow the beginner with sufficient knowledge to enable him

to derive the greatest possible interest from the fascinating hobby of wireless
rr0 complete the mains -working portion
1 of this series I propose briefly to ex-

plain the most common ways of obtaining
grid bias.

We have already seen that the high-
tension supply is derived from a rectifier
and that the low-tension supply is eliminat-
ed by using valves designed for A.C.
heating. It is quite feasible to use a
rectifier for the grid -bias voltage as shown
by Fig. 1, Here a Westinghouse half -wave
metal rectifier provides an entirely separate
source of D.C. potential. For this system
a transformer providing an input to the
rectifier of 45 volts is needed, the rectified

Transformer Potentiometer
2mfd.

+ L. EChoir?
F16.1

Fig. 1. Separate grid bias with metal
rectifier

output then being about 4o volts. This
voltage is suitable for biasing most of the
super -power valves on the market, such as
the PX4. For lower bias values a poten-
tiometer across the output can be fitted;
a tapping half -way along would then pro-
vide 20 volts bias. For bias voltages
greater than 40 volts either a valve or
metal rectifier can be utilised with the
usual smoothing devices.

An examination of the commercial three -
and_ four -valve A.C. sets now on the
market shows that grid bias,for the Valves
is obtained by making use of part of the
rectified high-tension supply.

Before we can understand how this is
done, I think a brief explanation of grid
bias in battery sets is essential. Look at
Fig. 2, where the skeleton connections for
grid biasing a low -frequency -amplifying
valve are shown. Remember that when we
say the grid is 6 volts negatively biased we
mean 6- volts negative with respect to the
negative end of the filament. Likewise,
the anode in Fig. 2 is 6o volts positive with
respect to the negative end Of the filament.

If we consider the grid -bias battery as an
extension of the high-tension battery it is
clear that the grid is 6 plus 6o volts negative
with respect to the anode. And the negative
end of the filament is 6 volts more positive

than the grid. In other words the grid is
the most negative point of potential with
respect to the positive end of the high-
tension battery.

Knowing this, it should be easy to see
that a tapped high-tension battery can be
used as a combined high-tension and grid -
bias unit. If we connect the grid to the
negative terminal of the high-tension
battery, the connection of 'the filament to
a more positive point on the battery will
automatically apply bias to the grid. The
number of volts negative grid bias will be
the number of volts between the high-
tension -negative connection and the tap on
the battery to which the filament is taken.

Comparing Figs. 2 and 3, readers will see
that the same relative arrangement of
potentials is obtained; but since the Fig. 3
bias is part of the high-tension battery it
follows that the total positive bias on the
anode with respect to the negative end of
the filament is 6o -6 volts.

We say the grid is biased negatively, but
if the filament is biased positively as in
Fig. 3 the same effect is achieved with, of
course, a sacrifice in anode volts.

Noiv we can get back to mains working,
where, except under the Fig. r condition,
grid bias is achieved at the expense of the
high-tension supply. Fig. 4 shows how grid
bias can be applied to the power valve of
an all -electric set. Between the centre tap
of the filament transformer and the high-
tension -negative point is inserted a resis-

Cathode

Ifbr+
7-+

Heater
filament

FIG.4 H.7"- 116.5 HI -
Fig. 4. Grid bias for power valve in A.C.-
mains set. Fig. 5. Grid bias for indirectly -

heated A.C. valvec

tance. The current flowing through this
resistance is, of course, the anode current.

Since high-tension negative is the most
negative point it follows that there is a
progressive increase in potential towards
H.T. positive. And the intervening resis-
tance R will cause a certain drop in voltage
across it. The end A of the resistance R will
therefore, be so many volts positive with
respect to the end B, which is connected to
the grid and high-tension negative.

Now it will be seen why I first referred

H.7:+ fir+

FIG.2 - H.T.-

60th

6(

FIG.3 11.7: -
Fig. 2. Shows grid bias from separate
battery. Fig. 3. Grid bias from the

H.T. battery

to Figs. 2 and 3 for battery bias; for the
grid of Fig. 4 is made negative with respect
to the filament only by making the filament
positive with respect to the grid, as in Fig.
3. Instead of voltage tappings we use a
resistance, making use of the fact that the
current flowing through it will cause a
voltage drop, pre -determined by the value
of the resistance and current flow. But
just as the volts gained for negative grid
bias in Fig. 3 are volts lost for positive
anode bias, so in Fig. 4 the anode volts are
reduced by the amount dropped across the
resistance R.

Knowing the grid -bias volts required and
the mean anode current of the valve, the
value of the resistance R can be readily
worked out from Ohm's law. Suppose the
anode current were 3o milliamperes and
tie bias wanted were 3o volts; then since
R when R equals resistance in ohms,
a equals potential drop in volts and
equals current in amperes, it follows that
R s=-.2 x 1,000 = r,000 ohms.

Bias for an indirectly -heated valve, the
action of which was explained last week,
can be obtained by the insertion of a resis-
tance between the cathode (electron emit-
ter) and the filament (heater element) as
shown by Fig. 5. HOTSPOT.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism-By SYDNEY MOSELEY.

"DON'T DO IT "

SIGHT AND SOUND

INOTICED the other evening that when
trying to convey an impression of a wireless

set being tuned in, the Effects Department
accomplished this by oscillating. This is
surely a bad way of accustoming listeners
to a nuisance that we all want to forget.
By doing this the B.B.C. gives the impres-

,sion that oscillation is necessary when
tuning -in. Why not put on the sound of
.morse ?

Dame Ethel Smyth is popular, not only
as a composer but as a feminist, and with
characteristic vigour came on to the
Queen's Hall stage and took several
" curtains." But the. fact is, as every
listener knows, the production of The
Prison was a failure. It was so dismal and
so lacked continuity that I murmured to
my friend : " I am selling out after- this."
Talk about a depression over Iceland; it
was all over the Queen's Hall that night.

.

Harry Tate, in my view, like many other
eminent vaudeville artistes, must be seen
as well as heard. Therefore, with my new
set, which gives me foreign stations in a
bad part of London, I switched on to Rome,
and heard La Tosco; and a first-rate
performance it was.

I think Mr. C. Denis Freeman, who was
responsible for the books and lyrics of
"From Montmartre to Montparnasse," is
responsible for effects at the B.B.C., and
this was his first production. As such it
was quite good, but there were one or two
lines-one in particular-which I thought
ought to have been cut, as it erred on the
side of doubt. I therefore wrote to Mr.
Freeman, and since his letter is of interest
to all listeners I give the salient points.

" I am very pleased you have raised this
query, because I do feel that it is most
important to know how an outside listener
reacts to a programme, and, in addition,
how ,extremely careful one has to be in
writing for the microphone.

" I 'can assure you that I had not the
slightest intention of conveying any sort
of suggestion of double entendre.

"To prove how I regard the feelings of
all radio listeners, I feel I must point out
to you that, contrary to all tradition of

musical comedy, operetta, or Ruritanian
romance, I did marry my hero and
heroine long before the play began !

"Forgive this rather long explanation,
which I hope I have made clear, and believe
me when I say how I appreciate your
raising questions of this nature, because I
realise how one is apt to lose perspective
here."

*

Incidentally, there is far too much love
stuff in these B.B.C. productions. They
are usually by young men of modern ideas
who seem to think that life is made up of
love and no work !

The operas arc going strong. I admit
that a good many of them must be seen to
be thoroughly enjoyed ; certainly one should
know the stories to follow them.

I listened to Pagliacci relayed from
Halifax, and thought the singing was
extremely good; but, to tell the truth, even
the best of English singing is a trifle, thin
in expression in comparison to foreign
production.

An impression of Miss Paddy Prior

THE OPERAS

POLITICAL BIAS

A good deal of fuss has been made by
political opponents of Mr Maurice A. Dobb's
talk "Russia in the Melting Pot." It is
extraordinary the number of people who
hate to hear the Other Side. They are so
accustomed to reading the stuff they like
in their own newspaper that anything in
the nature of an opposite view drives them
to paroxysms of rage.

"Grandmother" is undoubtedly Mabel
Constanduros' best character, as I have
always maintained, and "Grannie in the
Studio" was excellent. This is a stunt that
is well worth repeating.

I have mixed views about Matinde, the
farcical fantasy, but before papino° de-
finite judgment I would prefer to have
one more hearing.

The most popular of violinists is certainly
Albert Sammons, who not only had an
ovation after his playing, but before. I
don't know whether it was his nerves or
sang-froid that made him look challenging-
ly round the stage and at the audience.
Still, a great violinist.

I thought the "Music of Machines," by
Mossoloff, good stuff, the first performance
of which was given the other day. It was
rather short, and the abruptness of it took
the audience by surprise. Like Ravel's
"Bolero," its very originality was a draw-
back, but after a second and third hearing
I am sure we will all take it to our hearts.
The musical reproduction of a factory in
full swing was most realistically done. It
certainly should be done again.

Jack Mackintosh, comet soloist, is worth
hearing for the clarity of his production.

I switched on for part of the time to
"All the Fun of the Fair" from Midland
Regional, and I thought it quite good fun.

One man's joke makes another man
weep. A comedian the other night said,
" Very nice city, Berlin-but very German,"
and the claque laughed uproariously. As
I say, one man's joke, etc.
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DO you want a
really cheap,

simple, and very
selective set which
will give good head-
phone reception? If
so then this is just
the one -valve re-
ceiver you have been
needing.

It is appropriately called the "Ultra -
selective Regional One," and it is bound to
make a big appeal to readers who are at
present using crystal sets or old-fashioned
one -valve sets and who are beginning to
feel that they want something a little more
up to date for reception of the Regional
programmes, and yet who do not want to
plunge into any 4reat expense either in
construction or running costs.

Really Selective
If you are already getting tolerably

satisfactory results with a one-valver, then
perhaps you do not feel induced to go to
the extra cost entailed in the construction
of a two-valver which, of course, will give
you loud -speaker reproduction, but which
is naturally a little dearer to build and a
little more expensive to run.

The purpose of this " Ultra -selective
Regional One" is to give good reproduc-
tion in the neighbourhood of regional
stations, where both the local National
and Regional programmes can be well
received and have a large entertainment
value with listeners who still favour
headphones.

In these
districts
selectiv-
ity is of
p ar a -
mount
import-
ance, and with
many ordinary
circuits it is not,
frankly, easy to get one
high - power programme
free from any interference
of the other. Even a
slight amount of background jam-
ming is intolerable and in any
modern efficient circuit which
claims to be suitable for regional -
station reception there must be careful
precautions taken against lack of selec-
tivity.

Simple to Build
The set described here and illustrated by

the accompanying photograph is, perhaps,
a little more ambitious than your present
old-fashioned one -valuer and certainly con-
tains more parts than a crystal set, but at

the same time you must remember
that it is going to give you very much
better reception and that, as only
one valve is used, running costs will
be negligible.

Modern parts especially suitable for
the circuit have been specified and, if
we may give a word of warning, it is
to the, effect that parts from a very
old set must not be used in the mis-
taken belief that they are as con-
venient and efficient as the parts

particularly specified for this
set. Variable condensers, for
instance; old pattern con -

,The " Regional One " is a set
easy to build and cheap to

run

densers are not, obviously, so good as the
improved new types. Adhere as closely as
possible to the components specified.

Construction is easy, particularly if you
take advantage of the full-size blueprint
which is available, price rs., post free, from
the Blueprint Department, AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
You can, of course, work with the small
reproduction of the full-size blueprint
given here, which shows all the connections,
but the novice will find it very handy to
have the full-size chart, which can be used
as a drilling and mounting template.

Panel drilling is simple. The only holes
which have to be drilled are for the tuning
condenser, -reaction condenser, on -off switch,
and panel and dial condenser' screws. It is
a good plan to fix the panel at right angles
to the baseboard before you mount these
three panel parts. No panel brackets are
specified, nor are any really necessary.

The high-tension and low-tension leads
to the set are lengths of flex, and this does
away with -the necessity for a long row of

terminals at the back. As you will see,
terminals are used only for the aerial and
earth and the headphone connections.
These terminals are mounted on ready -
drilled strips provided with right-angle
fixings.

There are only six parts to be mounted
on the baseboard and the positions of these
can quite easily be- gauged. The aerial
pre-set condenser is placed close to the
aerial terminal, the coil close to its tuning
condenser, the grid condenser, leak, and
valve holder in the spare space at the side
of the coil, and the high -frequency choke
down near the loud -speaker output. Wood
screws are used for fixing all these parts.

Wiring
Now for wiring, which is extremely

simple. It is recommended that you solder
the connections and, in order to give
greater space in which to handle the solder-
ing iron, you may, perhaps, delay the
mounting of the big variable condenser on
the panel until some of the parts have been

THE
IDEAL SET

FOR
LOCAL PROGRAMMES

INCORPORATING
THE VERY LATEST

CIRCUIT

wired up. Use rigid insulated wire for the
connections and suitable lengths of flex for
the high-tension, and
low-tension leads. A
red and black wander
plug should be attached
to the positive and neg-
ative high-tension leads
respectively, and red
and black spade tags
should be placed on
the positive and neg-
ative low-tension leads.
It will be seen that the
positive low - tension
flex goes straight
through to the on -off
switch on the panel.

Very probably, if you
already have a one -
valve set, you will con-
tinue using the same
valves and batteries,
but if you are buying
new accessories you

should note that the
detector valve should
be chosen from some
types such as the
_dullard PM2DX,
Cossor 2to Det.,
Marconi or Osram
P210, or the Mazda
L210. Equivalent 4 -
or 6 -volt valves may,
of course, be used.

A high - tension
voltage of 6o will
give quite good
phone reception in
most districts, al-
though if extra
volume is required,
then too -volt bat-
teries may be used
and may, with cer-
tain detector valves,

Components for the " Regional One "
Ebonite panel, 9 in. by 6 in. (Becol,

Trelleborg, Peto-Scott, Lissen).
Baseboard, 9 in. by 7 in. (Cameo,

Pickett, Clarion).
.0005-mfd. variable condenser (Polar,

Formo, Lotus, LB., Utility, Burton,
Ormond).

.0001-mfd. variable reaction condenser
(Polar, Readi -Rad , Bulgin, Lotus, Formo,
Peto-Scstt).

Filament switch (Readi-Rad, Bulgin,
Benjamin, Peto-Scott, Lotus).

.0002-mfd fixed condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish, Or-
mond, Formo, Read-Rad).

Grid -leak holder (Bulgin, Listen,
Graham-Farish).

Four -pin valve holder (Telsen, Lissen,
Burton, Lotus, Benjamin, Wearite,

Dual -range coil (Bulgin, type A :
Tunewell " Clarion ").

High -frequency choke (Peto-Scort, Tel-
sen, Lewcos, Tunewell, Listen, Reath -lid,
Varley, Wearite, Formo, R.I., Bulgiu

Pre-set series aerial condenser, .00,3-
mfd. maximum (Sovereign, Formo,
Polar, Ormond, RI., Listen.'.

Two terminal blocks (]unit, Soversigts,
Belling -Lee).

Four terminals marked : Aerial, Eatth,
Phones , , Phones -- (Belting -Lee, Eelex,
Clix, Burton).

3-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Telsen,
Dubilier, Graham-Farish, Readi-Rad).

Three yards of thin single rubber -
severed flex (Lewcoflex, Peto-Scott .

Two spade terminals marked : L.T.-'-,
LT.-- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix, Burton `+

Two wander plugs marked : H.T.-,
H.T. (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix, Burton?.

Connecting wire (Glazite).
Slow-motion dial (Lotus, Brownie,

Formo, Astra, Ormond, Burton).

0
HE .i: Phog+es

Choke c. 1

.0002 6 HT+

MI2

7I
-'0005

H.7:-

C00/ LT
+

0

give greater strength.
The knob on the top of the coil is pulled

out for medium -band reception and pushed
in for the long wavelengths. The pre-set
condenser in the aerial lead is slackened off
(that is, the knob is rotated in an anti-
clockwise direction) in order to sharpen up
the tuning. This will slightly alter the cor-
rect tuning setting on the main dial and
may also decrease signal strength slightly.
The best position for the knob of the pre-
set condenser should be found by trial.

Reaction Control
You will not get good results if the reaction

control is not smooth, and, although any
troubles in this respect are unlikely to arise,
advantage may be taken of the advice
given with regard to the reaction control
in the article " Distance Getting and How
to do it," in last week's issue. Correct
choice of high tension in conjunction with
the valve and grid condenser and leak is .

the secret. Never force reaction on the
local stations.

London readers will be interested to note
that the "Ultra -selective Regional One" is
on view in the Radio Department windows
of Messrs. Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Oxford
Street, London, W.I.

BLUEPRINT
A/011.W 278

Checked

byitrZ
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The layout and wiring diagram. -Full-size Blueprint available, price if-
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simple, and very
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will give good head-
phone reception? If
so then this is just
the one -valve re-
ceiver you have been
needing.

It is appropriately called the "Ultra -
selective Regional One," and it is bound to
make a big appeal to readers who are at
present using crystal sets or old-fashioned
one -valve sets and who are beginning to
feel that they want something a little more
up to date for reception of the Regional
programmes, and yet who do not want to
plunge into any 4reat expense either in
construction or running costs.

Really Selective
If you are already getting tolerably

satisfactory results with a one-valver, then
perhaps you do not feel induced to go to
the extra cost entailed in the construction
of a two-valver which, of course, will give
you loud -speaker reproduction, but which
is naturally a little dearer to build and a
little more expensive to run.

The purpose of this " Ultra -selective
Regional One" is to give good reproduc-
tion in the neighbourhood of regional
stations, where both the local National
and Regional programmes can be well
received and have a large entertainment
value with listeners who still favour
headphones.

In these
districts
selectiv-
ity is of
p ar a -
mount
import-
ance, and with
many ordinary
circuits it is not,
frankly, easy to get one
high - power programme
free from any interference
of the other. Even a
slight amount of background jam-
ming is intolerable and in any
modern efficient circuit which
claims to be suitable for regional -
station reception there must be careful
precautions taken against lack of selec-
tivity.

Simple to Build
The set described here and illustrated by

the accompanying photograph is, perhaps,
a little more ambitious than your present
old-fashioned one -valuer and certainly con-
tains more parts than a crystal set, but at

the same time you must remember
that it is going to give you very much
better reception and that, as only
one valve is used, running costs will
be negligible.

Modern parts especially suitable for
the circuit have been specified and, if
we may give a word of warning, it is
to the, effect that parts from a very
old set must not be used in the mis-
taken belief that they are as con-
venient and efficient as the parts

particularly specified for this
set. Variable condensers, for
instance; old pattern con -

,The " Regional One " is a set
easy to build and cheap to

run

densers are not, obviously, so good as the
improved new types. Adhere as closely as
possible to the components specified.

Construction is easy, particularly if you
take advantage of the full-size blueprint
which is available, price rs., post free, from
the Blueprint Department, AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
You can, of course, work with the small
reproduction of the full-size blueprint
given here, which shows all the connections,
but the novice will find it very handy to
have the full-size chart, which can be used
as a drilling and mounting template.

Panel drilling is simple. The only holes
which have to be drilled are for the tuning
condenser, -reaction condenser, on -off switch,
and panel and dial condenser' screws. It is
a good plan to fix the panel at right angles
to the baseboard before you mount these
three panel parts. No panel brackets are
specified, nor are any really necessary.

The high-tension and low-tension leads
to the set are lengths of flex, and this does
away with -the necessity for a long row of

terminals at the back. As you will see,
terminals are used only for the aerial and
earth and the headphone connections.
These terminals are mounted on ready -
drilled strips provided with right-angle
fixings.

There are only six parts to be mounted
on the baseboard and the positions of these
can quite easily be- gauged. The aerial
pre-set condenser is placed close to the
aerial terminal, the coil close to its tuning
condenser, the grid condenser, leak, and
valve holder in the spare space at the side
of the coil, and the high -frequency choke
down near the loud -speaker output. Wood
screws are used for fixing all these parts.

Wiring
Now for wiring, which is extremely

simple. It is recommended that you solder
the connections and, in order to give
greater space in which to handle the solder-
ing iron, you may, perhaps, delay the
mounting of the big variable condenser on
the panel until some of the parts have been
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wired up. Use rigid insulated wire for the
connections and suitable lengths of flex for
the high-tension, and
low-tension leads. A
red and black wander
plug should be attached
to the positive and neg-
ative high-tension leads
respectively, and red
and black spade tags
should be placed on
the positive and neg-
ative low-tension leads.
It will be seen that the
positive low - tension
flex goes straight
through to the on -off
switch on the panel.

Very probably, if you
already have a one -
valve set, you will con-
tinue using the same
valves and batteries,
but if you are buying
new accessories you

should note that the
detector valve should
be chosen from some
types such as the
_dullard PM2DX,
Cossor 2to Det.,
Marconi or Osram
P210, or the Mazda
L210. Equivalent 4 -
or 6 -volt valves may,
of course, be used.

A high - tension
voltage of 6o will
give quite good
phone reception in
most districts, al-
though if extra
volume is required,
then too -volt bat-
teries may be used
and may, with cer-
tain detector valves,

Components for the " Regional One "
Ebonite panel, 9 in. by 6 in. (Becol,

Trelleborg, Peto-Scott, Lissen).
Baseboard, 9 in. by 7 in. (Cameo,

Pickett, Clarion).
.0005-mfd. variable condenser (Polar,

Formo, Lotus, LB., Utility, Burton,
Ormond).

.0001-mfd. variable reaction condenser
(Polar, Readi -Rad , Bulgin, Lotus, Formo,
Peto-Scstt).

Filament switch (Readi-Rad, Bulgin,
Benjamin, Peto-Scott, Lotus).

.0002-mfd fixed condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish, Or-
mond, Formo, Read-Rad).

Grid -leak holder (Bulgin, Listen,
Graham-Farish).

Four -pin valve holder (Telsen, Lissen,
Burton, Lotus, Benjamin, Wearite,

Dual -range coil (Bulgin, type A :
Tunewell " Clarion ").

High -frequency choke (Peto-Scort, Tel-
sen, Lewcos, Tunewell, Listen, Reath -lid,
Varley, Wearite, Formo, R.I., Bulgiu

Pre-set series aerial condenser, .00,3-
mfd. maximum (Sovereign, Formo,
Polar, Ormond, RI., Listen.'.

Two terminal blocks (]unit, Soversigts,
Belling -Lee).

Four terminals marked : Aerial, Eatth,
Phones , , Phones -- (Belting -Lee, Eelex,
Clix, Burton).

3-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Telsen,
Dubilier, Graham-Farish, Readi-Rad).

Three yards of thin single rubber -
severed flex (Lewcoflex, Peto-Scott .

Two spade terminals marked : L.T.-'-,
LT.-- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix, Burton `+

Two wander plugs marked : H.T.-,
H.T. (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix, Burton?.

Connecting wire (Glazite).
Slow-motion dial (Lotus, Brownie,

Formo, Astra, Ormond, Burton).
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give greater strength.
The knob on the top of the coil is pulled

out for medium -band reception and pushed
in for the long wavelengths. The pre-set
condenser in the aerial lead is slackened off
(that is, the knob is rotated in an anti-
clockwise direction) in order to sharpen up
the tuning. This will slightly alter the cor-
rect tuning setting on the main dial and
may also decrease signal strength slightly.
The best position for the knob of the pre-
set condenser should be found by trial.

Reaction Control
You will not get good results if the reaction

control is not smooth, and, although any
troubles in this respect are unlikely to arise,
advantage may be taken of the advice
given with regard to the reaction control
in the article " Distance Getting and How
to do it," in last week's issue. Correct
choice of high tension in conjunction with
the valve and grid condenser and leak is .

the secret. Never force reaction on the
local stations.

London readers will be interested to note
that the "Ultra -selective Regional One" is
on view in the Radio Department windows
of Messrs. Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Oxford
Street, London, W.I.
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ON MY WIRELESS DEN

A Giant Valve
rr HERE is a new Osram

1 which has a length of 3
weighs 20 lbs.

It is a water7cooled valve,  the anode
being of copper tube. It has a jacket
through which water passes for cooling at
the rate of 50o gallons per hour. The valve
is capable of handling an output of ioo kilo-
watts, and a bank of them is being installed
at the Post Office station at Rugby.

This valve, I am told, is the first of its
size entirely designed and made in England.
The filament, by the way, takes a current
of 226 amperes at 31.5 volts.
Controlling the H.F.

Out of all the methods available for
controlling the amount of the high -
frequency magnification provided by a set
there is none satisfactory in all respects.
Many people use a potentiometer in the
screen circuit of the screen -grid valves.

It is found that as the voltage applied
to the screens is reduced from the normal
working value the amount of the ampli-
fication falls off. This reduction is due
entirely to changes in the characteristics
of the valves. Thus the slope falls off and
the impedance increases.

Both of these factors result in a reduction
in the amplification obtained. With a good
potentiometer, having a voltage across it
of, say, 8o, the control can be made
gradual and is effective over a wide range.

But there is an effect which ought not to
be lost sight of, namely, that distortion
may be introduced by reducing the length
of the working part of the characteristic.
As the voltage applied to the screen is
reduced sa the length of the working part is
made smaller.

The result is that really strong signals,
such as we obtain from local stations, are
likely to be distorted and in practice it is
often found that this form of control fails
in this respect.
These "Spaghetti" Resistances

" Spaghetti" resistances seem to have
arrived fortood. They are cheap and quite
effective. A note should always be made of
their current -carrying capacity, however, as
the different sizes, being wound with
varying gauges of resistance wire, will not
all carry equal currents.

These resistances may be used almost
anywhere in circuits where current must be
carried. Sometimes an end is loose, with the
result that the contact is not good and
noises may be heard from the loud-
>peaker. Generally, however, it is possible
to cure the fault by pinching the metal

valve, I see,
ft. 6 in. and

WEEKLY TiPS-
CONSTRUCTIONAL AND THEORETICAL

part of the end connection with a pair of
pliers.
A Ganging Hint

In a set having ganged tuning special
precautions must be taken to ensure that'
the aerial does not throw the tuning out.

As a rule a trimming condenser is used
across one or more of the circuits in order
that all circuits may be brought into tune.
The method is satisfactory up to a point,
but we still have to deal with different
aerials.

The capacity of aerials varies greatly and
we want to arrange matters to avoid
differences in tuning.

Two schemes are available. The first is to
connect the aerial to a tap on the coil near

very small
Contisr

ill=

Two useful arrangements, described in the
accompanying paragraph, for preventing

any troubles with ganged -tuning sets

the earth end. With this connection the
effect of the capacity of the aerial is
greatly reduced and can be made negligible.
There is likely to be a certain loss in
strength, but probably the set will stand
this. Further, the selectivity will no doubt
be improved by connecting the aerial near
the earth end of the coil.

The second scheme is to join the aerial
to the top of the coil through a condenser
having a small capacity, such as 3o micro-,
microfarads. With such a tiny capacity in
the aerial circuit the tuning will alter by
a negligible amount with different aerials
and the signal strength may well be greater
than with the first scheme.

The diagrams show the two arrange-
ments. Both are used in commercial sets
in which a trimmer is not provided for the
user to adjust the circuit to the rest of the
set.
Special Motor -boat Stoppers

There are times when it is not possible
to use the normal values of parts in an

WjAlifES
anti -motor -boating stopper in the detection
circuit.

You may have to use a fairly low value of
resistance. When this is the case the
value of the condenser used should be
increased. Four microfarads should be
tried instead of the usual two and good
results will probably be obtained.
L.F. Facts

I have just been looking at the ampli-
fication -frequency curve of the new Fer-
ranti type AF8 low -frequency transformer.

This shows a considerable rise at the high -
frequency end and the transformer will,
therefore, be useful in sets in which the
higher notes are reduced by the tuned
circuits and the detector. Some loud-
speakers, too, reproduce the higher notes
rather poorly and a transformer of this
type will help matters.
A Good Choke Needed

A fairly good choking coil is needed in
circuits of the type where the choke is
connected in the anode -circuit of a valve
with a tuned circuit coupled to it through
a condenser.

The choke is, in effect, in parallel with
the tuned circuit. So it follows that if the
choke has losses the tuning is made more
broad and the magnification may be
reduced.

There is a tendency, it seems to me, not
to regard a choke as of as much importance
as the rest of the tuned circuit. Actually,
a choke has stray fields like any other coil
and is likely to be affected by metal
shielding.

The wiring to the choke, too, is also of
importance. Most chokes have but little
self -capacity, but the actual effective
capacity may be much greater owing to the
wiring and the position of the choke with
respect to other parts included in the
circuit.
Pick-up Troubles

Pick-ups of good make arc nowadays
fairly satisfactory, but occasionally you
will come across one which gives trouble.

Records may soon be ruined by a pick=up
out of adjustment. Sometimes the
armature is a little too much to one side,
with the result that the movement is
restricted in one direction. Instead of the
needle being able to move to and fro about
its normal position it can move in one
direction more freely than the other.

When this fault is present there will be
an amount of noise and the reproduction
will, of course, be poor. It will usually be
possible .to adjust the pick-up and to
remove the fault.
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The Success of the Season
Build the wonderful 50 -station
'1931 Ether Searcher' and make
sure of Success by using a
READY RADIO MATCHED KIT

TERMS TO SUIT ALL POCKETS
CASH 11.P.C.O.D.

with
order

THE " ULTRA -SELECTIVE
REGIONAL ONE'S

a d.
x Ebonite panel 9 in. x 6in. ;... 3/thin. 3 0

Baseboard gin. x Tin. 9.. ..
1 Readi-Rad .00o3 mfd. variable con-

denser ..........4 6
1 Readi-Rad .000r mfd. variable re-

action condenser (Brookmans) .. 2 6
Readi-Rad Filament Switch. .. 10

MReadi-Rad .0002 'd. fixed con-denser ..........10
x Readi-Rad Grid Leak Holder .. 6
1 Telsen 4 -pin Valve Holder .. . 1 0
i Bulgin type A Dual Range Coil .. 15 6
i Readi-lt ad H.F. Choke .. .. 4 6
1 Sovereign Pre-set Condenser .0003

mfd. .. .. .. .. .. 1 6
2 Junit Terminal Blocks .. .. 1 4
4 Belling Lee terminals marked :-

Aerial, Earth. Phones , . Phones - 1 0
1 Readi-Rad 3 megohm Grid Leak . , 10
3 Yards of thin single rubber -covered

fex .. .. .. .. .. 3
2 Spade terminals marked LT+, LT-,

Clix .. .. .. .. .. 4
2 Belling Lee wander plugs marked

H.T.-, H.T. + .. .. .. 4
1 Readi-Rad slow motion dial .. .. 6 6
1 Valve Detector .. .. .. .. 8 6
1 Packet Jithlinx for wiring .. ... 2 6

f2:17:0

KIT A.552:8:6
Or 12 monthly 4 . 6
payment; of

KIT B including £2: 1 7:0
Or 12 111011tili 2
payments of

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
All your goods are very carefully
packed for export and insured, all

charges forward.
TO INLAND CUSTOMERS
Your goods are dispatched post

free or carriage paid.

Immediate
Dispatch

I

I

I

(easy monthly
paym ants)

(pay on
delivery)
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ORDER FORM To : Ready Radio (R. R. Ltd.), 159 Borough
High Street, London Bridge, S.E.1

Please send me the item marked with a X

Nit No.

KIT A

Cash pr C.O.D. 12 monthly
payments of CO;ISISTING OF

£5:14:6

KIT B

KIT C

£7:13:6

£8:14:6
ALL -ELECTRIC

KIT A
ALL -ELECTRIC

KIT B
ALL -ELECTRIC

KIT C

£14:7:0

£17:4:6

£18:19:6
CONVERSION

KIT £11:16:6

10/6

14/.

16/.

26/3

31/6

34/9

21/8

Complete Kit of Matched Components, tested ant. guaranteed,
as specified.

Complete Kit of Matched Components 3 Mullard
Valves to specification.

Complete Kit of Matched Components with 3 Mullard Valves
to specification and special Cabinet (hand made, weathered

oak finish.)

Complete Kit of Matched Components for All -Electric Ether
Searcher.

Complete Kit for AU -Electric receiver with 3 Mains Valves as
specified.

As Kit B and including Cabinet in Oak.

All Components including mains valves to convert your Ether
Searcher to an All -Electric Model.

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED RECEIVER (for bationatter y _Q. 9 17 6
bat al.

Or 12 monthly I fia including valves, cabinet and royalties.p:, meats"..1. Aerial tested and ready for use.

I.Vante

lddress

Nearest Station

I

Radio
159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
Telephone Hop5555( Prvate Erchange) Telegrams; READ/RAD, SED/ST.

CASH ORDER FORM

Please dispatch to me at once
the goods specified for which
I enclose payment in full of

C.O.D. ORDER FORM
Please dispatch to me at once
the goods specified for which
1 will pay in full on delivery
the sum of

HIRE PURCHASE ORDER FORM
Please dispatch my Hire Pur-
chase order for the goods
specified for which I enclose
first deposit of

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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WHEN the Philips people recently sent
me technical particulars of their new

Radioplayer, a three -valve all -electric set
with built-in loud -speaker, I was so im-
pressed that I asked for a model to test.
For the last few evenings I have been
putting this new "Philips product through
its paces, using a total length of aerial wire
of 6o feet, with, of course, a sound and
short earth connection.

First of all, let me give some of the de-
tails; the. circuit comprises a screen -grid
high -frequency -amplifying valve, tuned -
anode -coupled to a detector valve, which is
transformer coupled to a super -power
pentode. The first two valves are indirect-
ly -heated four -volt A.C. types, but the
pentode is a four -volt directly -heated valve.

A.C. MAINS USE
This set is intended for A.C. mains sup-

plies. Incorporated is a universal voltage
transformer so the set can be used on all
voltages between too and 26o volts, of
periodicities between 4.0 and too cycles.
It is easy to adjust the set to work for
any of the voltages specified on the indica-
tion plate by altering the busbar connec-
tions shown. The power consumption is
only 21 watts, which means that between
4o and 5o hours running could be obtained
for the price of a unit of electricity.

The Philips Radioplayer is fitted into an
unusually attractive moulding called
Philite, which, I - suppose, is short for
Philips bakelite. Anyway, it is a most
attractive material for a radio set, especially
for a set including the loud -speaker. Ex-
cept for the aerial and earth the Radio -
player is self-contained. It is remarkably
compact' considering how much is con-
tained within the Philite case.

The loud -speaker incorporated has a
robust four -pole balanced -armature move-
ment, with cobalt -steel magnets. The loud-
speaker movement is permanentlY adjusted
before the set leaves the works. No
further means of loud -speaker adjustment
is necessary.

EASY CONTROL
I was most impressed with the ease of

control of this set. As is usual with sets
made by Philips Lamps Limited, controls
are conveniently arranged on each side of
the case. Immediately below the loud-
speaker is the tuning scale, operated by
one of the knobs on the right-hand side of
the case.. To the left of the tuning scale is
the mains on -off switch. The wave -change
switch and volume control are fitted to the
left-hand side and the tuning ank... reaction
control at the right.

Although there seems to be quite a lot

LIP
SETSWMECNCITE (!)i`

MIMI a MINIM  =MS

MIMI  OWN IN SIM 
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Maker : Philips Lamps Ltd.
of knobs to contend with in this set, every
one serves a useful purpose. Operation
generally would be more difficult if any of
them were omitted. In a three-valver,
however efficient its circuit may be, one
must have a reaction control in order to
,-bring in foreign stations at full loud -speaker
strength. Just as essential is a volume
control, not' only to prevent the local and
near -by stations from being reprodpred too
loudly but also to prevent overloading of
the detector and power valyes, with a .con-
sequent loss of quality.

In my tests I found tuning could be done
simply by rotating the main tuning control.
The fine tuning control made a great deal
of difference to the strength of distant
stations but it did not have to be adjusted
very frequently. I was able to search for
stations covering an appreciable wave -
.length band walkout reference to the find
tuning control.

One of the big points of difference in the
Philips sets is the provision of three distinct

.Back view of the Philips Radioplayer;
note the neat chassis and cone speaker

wavelength ranges. In the Philips Radio -
player the wave -band switch covers 200 -
to -45o metres, 400 -to -95o metres and goo-
to-2, too metres. I like this three -range
distribution of wavelengths, because it is
possible to space out the stations received
more evenly than can be done with the
usual two -range tuning.

My first test of the Radioplayer was on
. the zoo -to -45o metres range where I

logged a good number of foreign stations
of entertainment strength and quality.
The dial is marked in degrees from o -to 18o
and the following readings give some

r

Price :
indication of how the stations came in
round the dial. Rome i6o, Stockholm 157,
Berlin 138, GlaSgow 132, Frankfurt 136,
Tonlouse 124, Strasbourg ioo, Bordeaux
85 and Hilversum 81.

On the goo-to-2,too metres range I ob-
tained very satisfactory results, logging
with ease seven stations; these were
Hilversum 13o, Radio Paris 112, Daventry
105, Warsaw 8o, Motala 76, Moscow 7o,
and Kalutidborg 55.

A reader recently took me to task for my
alleged lack of consistency in measuring
the selectivity .of sets referred to in this
page. As other readers may be equally
dubious, I should like to make it clear that
all sets are tested on the same 6o -foot
aerial wire in south-west London, at a
point some 20 miles south of Brookmans
Park. I am, therefore, outside the swamp
area of the -powerful London Regional and
National stations but sufficiently near to
need a set of average selectivity in order to
separate them.

On the Philips Radioplayer I noted a
useful amount of space on the dial between
the National and Regional transmissions.
The National was tuned in at 65 but was
silenced at 55 and 75, a spread of 20 degrees.
The Regional was tuned in at r to and spread
to 125 and too. Outside the limits indi-
cated by these readings I obtained many
Continental stations clear of local -station
interference.

A word about the quality of reproduction
is justified. The tone Of the music repro-
duced by the Radioplayer is best described
as brilliant. High notes are reproduced
without the slightest harshness and bass
notes are quite well in evidence. I played
through some of my favourite gramophone
records and obtained a quality of repro-
duction of a ingher order than would be
possible with any mechanical machine.

SET TESTER.

" ALL -ELECTRIC ETHER
SEARCHER " PRICES

KEEN
'f Ether Searcher " constructors

should make a note of the fact that
whereas in the Ready Radio announcement
on page 367 of " A.W." No. 455, the month-
ly payment for the " Ether Searcher" kit B
is giVeri as"3is. bd., this should be grs. 8d.
The cash price for this kit is, of course,

17 4s. 6d., and it should be unnecessary
for us to reiterate the advantages of buying
a complete kit of parts. Home constructors
will realise that in the purchase of a com-
plete kit of selected components they save
themselves a great deal of bother, for even
the smallest parts (such as the " Jiffilinx "
for wiring, included in the Ready Radio
kits) are given.
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OSRAM

NEW TYPES
FOR A HIGHER

STANDARD OF
PERFORMANCE

!flatcar Ww-eksj

OSRAM H.2 (Detector & R.C.). The new 2 -volt
High Amplification Valve which makes an unusually
sensitive and distortionless grid Detector. The char-
acteristics show the greatest efficiency yet attained
in a 2 -volt triode with an amplification factor as
high as 35. Price 8/6

OSRAM L.P.2 (Power). The new 2 -volt Long Range
Economy Power Valve. The first power valve in the
world to attain so high -an amplification factor as
15 for an impedance of only 3,900 ohms. Price 10/6

OSRAM P.2. (Super Power.) A wonderful 2 -volt
Super -power Valve, for superb quality of reproduction
with the maximum expenditure of current. The
2 -volt valve with the 6 -volt results." Price 13/6

MADE IN
ENGLAND

Sraahrilite
Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Advert. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingszvay, London, W.C.2

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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IMPROVING A RECEIVER
. By J. H. REYJ\IER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

Read this extraordinary account of how the performance of a set
was improved one hundredfold by comparatively simple alterations

ASHORT time ago I happened to
examine a receiver, which although

constructed on apparently orthodox lines
was giving very poor results. The circuit
of the receiver is shown by the diagram.
It will be seen that the arrangement was of
a simple and straightforward character.
There were two tuned circuits, controlled
by a ganged condenser. The feed to the
second valve was by means of the system
known as parallel feed or tuned grid. A
screened anode lead was utilised from the
anode in the H.F. valve in accordance with
well-known practice.

As a volume control a high -resistance
potentiometer of 50,000 ohms nominal
resistance was connected across the H.F.
condenser. I say nominal resistance,
because the H.F. resistance is in all proba-
bility distinctly higher than this, and the
system is one which is used to a certain
extent. The idea is that as the slider is
moved down the potentiometer, the feed to
the first valve is reduced, and consequently
there is no danger of overloading the first
valve on powerful signals, such as would be
obtained from a near -by local station. In
order to balance up the condensers, a small
trimmer was connected across the second
circuit, as .shown in the diagram, while a
reaction control in the cus-
tomary manner. The detector Was de -
coupled through a 50,00o -ohm resistance
and a 2-microfarad condenser; the low -
frequency circuit was conventional in form.

How The Tests Were Made
On the face of it there seems to be no

reason why the circuit should not work per-
fectly, always assuming that the tuning
inductances were of reasonably good quality.
Previous experience had shown that this
was the case, and in fact, the existing coils
in the receiver were replaced with two others
known to be of good performance. This
did not improve the results, indicating that.
the source of trouble lay elsewhere. The
only thing to do was to make a thorough
investigation of the position, and for this
purpose an artificial signal waS used from
the set -testing generator employed at the
laboratories for comparative tests on fin-
ished receivers. This device is, in essence,
a small very carefully screened local trans-
mitter, generating a few milliwatts of power
only. The wavelength of the oscillator is
capable of being varied over the whole of
the broadcast band, and the signals are
modulated at a definite value, either by- a
constant -frequency note, or by audio -
frequency currents from a radio or gramo-
phone source.

The output from this oscillator is fed into
a dummy aerial, and the strength of the
voltage induced in the dummy aerial is
capable of being varied within -wide limits,
so that the effect of near -by and distant sig- 
nals .can easily be obtained. In the parti-
cular case in point, signals from this genera-

tor were applied to the receiver and the low -
frequency output from the loud -speaker
terminals was measured. The output was
kept well below the maximum capabilities
of the output valve, so that no question of
distortion or overloading arose, and the
figures for the watts output, therefore,
indicate effectively the relative efficiency
of the set under the different conditions.

For the purpose of this test the reaction
circuit was entirely disconnected to avoid

,5-0000
ohms

Screened
Rnode
lead

was removed. - The output immediately
went up to nearly 8 milliwatts, thereby
more than doubling the performance.
While this was one of the causes of trouble,
it should be remarked, in passing, that
under normal conditions the damping
introduced by this form of volume control
can be tolerated. A receiver may be
somewhere on the threshhold of instability,
and a small extra damping is often, an ad-
vantage rather than the reverse.

Eight milliwatts, how -h ever, is still a very poor
signal, and it should be
remarked that the input
applied to this receiver
was by no means an ab-
normally weak one. It

G.B.
corresponded to a rea-
sonably strong distant
station, so there was
still something seriously
wrong with the set. The
next point of attack was
the trimmer connected
across the second circuit.
This was of the rather
popular type, which is
provided with bakelised
paper interleaved with
the plates.

loss in this type of condenser is high, but
I was somewhat surprised to find, on replac-
ing this trimmer with an air -dielectric con-
denser, that the output rose to 59 milli -
watts, nearly eight times as much.

This was a point of which serious notice
had to be taken. Tests made with other
condensers indicated a similar loss of effi-
ciency, and while there is no doubt that
some of these condensers are better than
others, the fact remains that some are not
by any means comparable with air con-
denSers with regard to high -frequency
losSes.

The receiver was now giving fair output,
but could not by any means be considered
a good signal; at any rate, 6o milliwatts is
comfortably audible on the average cone or
horn speaker. Various other components
in the receiver were checked. For example,
the H.F. choke in the anode circuit of the
screen -grid valve was replaced with various
other makes, but the difference was only
quite small. In fact, the particular choke
being used was of a high standard. The
same remarks applied to the choke in the
detector circuit.

MF. Lx

0:20/

0+
L.T.

The circuit of the receiver of which the performance was im-
proved to a remarkable extent by a few simple alterations

any misleading effects as far as possible.
The first test was to see how accurately the
condensers were ganged. The condensers,
of course, were adjusted approximately to
the signal, the fine tuning being on the
trimmer condenser provided, the receiver
was tuned in to the artificial signal by ear
as accurately as possible and the output
noted. This was found to be 3.5 milli -
watts, a very small value. Adequate loud-
speaker reception requires several hundred
milliwatts at least. The receiver was then

Summary of Tests
State of Receiver Output (milliwatts)
Ganged by ear ... ... 3.5
Ganged by meter ... ...  3:5
Volume control removed ... 7.7
Trimmer replaced with air dielectric 59
Screened anode lead removed ... 425
Tuning condensers replaced. Set unstable

tuned in again as accurately as .possible by
noting the meter reading, since very small
changes in tune could be detected by this
means, but it was found that no improve-
ment was. obtained, indicating that the
aural ganging was satisfactory.

Where Faults Could Occur
The next step,therefore, was to make a list

of the various possible points at which
the difficulties could be creeping in. Now
the connection of a high resistance across a
tuning circuit must of necessity introduce
damping, and consequently the volume con-
trol resistance across the first tuned circuit

The Chief Item
No marked change was obtained, how-

ever, till the screened anode lead was
removed. This was the simple lead from
the anode of the S.G. valve on to the detec-
tor tuning circuit, and consisted of a piece
of flex around the outside of which was an
aluminium tape. It was of the type often
used for motor -car lighting, etc.; and was

(Continued at foot of page 456)
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F -O=R TEN 'YEARS IPIELIOT'4 D-10 TS
C.O.D. PAY THE POSTMAN

-it costs no more-WE PAY A L L
CHARGES.

Send to London for Radio Components
not obtainable from your local dealer.
Delivered by us by return, because we
are the largest suppliers of Radio in the

Country.
Pay the Postman

We pay all charges over 10,1 -

Twenty (Described inShilling
TWO 'A.W.' 1 4/2/ 3 I )

KIT "A" 20V-
ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR

Type A.C.244
3 Tappings-S.G., Detector, Power. Output

120 volts at 20 m.a.
You Pay the Postman £2 . 19 . 6

3 valves (A.C) 1931 ETHER SEARCHER
Mazda A.C./S.G. 25/- ; A.C./H.L.
I 5/-; Mazda A.C./P.I. I 7/6

You Pay the Postman £2 17 . 6

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT
Type 66R. 4 pole balanced armature.

You Pay the Postman 35/.
Special Chassis and Cone 31 cm) 10 6
Major Chassis and Cone (37 cm) 15 -

B.T.H. PICK-UP, VOLUME CONTROL
AND TONE-ARivl comp ete

You Pay the Postman £2 9 . 0

ROTCROHM 50,000 ohm VOLUME
CONTROL (for Super 60)

You Pay the Postman 6,

HEAYBERD ELIMINATOR (type .C.150)
150 volts output at 25 m.a. Provision for
L.T. 4 volts 4 a. supply. Three tappings -1

variable. In handsome metal case.
You Pay the Postman £3 . 16 . 0

WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER
(Type H.T.7)

200 volts -28 m.a. D.C. output.
You Pay lir Postman 21/ -

THE KINGSTON HOME RECORDER
Complete.

You Pay the Postman . 16 . 6

CASH WITH
ORDER or H.P.

* FAMOUS
KITS

101931 ETHER SEARCHER
(Battery operated)

Full list of specified parts are printed in our
previous advertisements, together with
official letter of approval from the Editor

of "Amateur Wireless."KIT "A" £5:14:6
Pay the Postman
Or
Payments

Easy
of
Way -- 12 Monthly

- - - - I
(Less Valves and Cabinet)

CABINET (as specified) £1:1:0 I- - - - -_.I

1931 ETHER SEARCHER 1

(A.C. Model)
Full list of specified parts is printed in our I

advertisement in last issue.
I KIT "A" £7  r4  Q I
I

Pay the Postman s V  V
IOr Easy Way - 12 Monthly
I

4 3/2
I Payments of - - - - - I

(Less Va ves end "-abinet)
I CABINET beaut"Ily French £1:15:O

Ipolished ioaklI- - - - - - - - - - - _I
Er1931 ETHERSEARCHER

Pay the Postman

CABINET as specified 13/6 I

'"11 Mullard P.M. H.F. Valve 8/6 I"%-

A.G. UNIT
Full list of specified parts is printed in our I

advertisement in last issue.

KIT E 6 : 1 : 6 !Pay the Postman

Or Easy Way - 12 Monthly
Payments of - - - - - 11/2

Any items in the above kits sold separ-
ately. If value over t0/- sent C.0 D.

ULTRA -SELECTIVE I

REGIONAL ONE
(Described in this issue)

KIT "A" £2 : 2 : 6 1

Strict Privacy
Guaranteed to
alt Easy Pay-
ment Orders.

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1: Clerkenwell 9406 ; 62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1
Chancery 8266; MANCHESTER: 33 WHITELOW ROAD, CHORLTON-CUM-HARDY. Phone:
Charlton -cum -Hardy 2028. NEWCASTLE, STAFFS: 7 ALBANY ROAD. Phone : 67190.

ATLAS A.O. ELIMINATOR TYPE
A.C.244 3 tappings - S.G. detector.
power. Output 120 volts at 20 ma.

Cash Price £2 19 6
Balance in 11 monthly payments o15 6

Send

5.6
Only

B.T.H. PICK-UP, TONE ARM, AND Send
VOLUME CONTROL complete.

Cash Price £2 9 6
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 9,- Only

EKCO 3F.20 H.T. ELIMINATOR,
20 m.a. Tappings for S.G., 60 volts,
and 120/150 volts. For A.C. mains.

Cash Price £3 19 6
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/4.

9/ -

Send

7/4
Only

REGENTONE W.5 COMBINED H.T. Send
ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE
CHARGER, One 8.0., 1 variable, and
1 fixed tapping for ti T. L.T. charging Only
for 2, 4, and 6 volts. For A.C. mains.

Cash Price £5 17 6
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/9

EXIDE 120 -VOLT WH. TYPE AC-
CUMULATOR, in crates.

Cash Price £4 13 0
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/6

LAMPLUGHorFARRANDINDUCTOR
SPEAKER, for perfect reproduction.
Unit and chassis complete, ready
mounted. Cash Price £3 10 0
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5

10/9

Send

8:6
only

Send

6/5
Only

BLUE SPOT MODEL 51R CABINET Send
SPEAKER. Cash Price £4 4 0 /9
4,laccc in 11 monthly payments of a

7
7/9 Only

EPOCH PERMANENT MAGNET Rend
SPEAKER with type B4 unit -only.

Cash price, £4 4 0
Balawein 11 mont lily payments 01 7.9. Only

CELESTION D.12 LOUD -SPEAKER.
An entirely new model ist oak.

Cash Price £5 0 0
Balance in 11 monthly payments oik2

STANDARD WET H.T. BATTERIES
)(I -fed with 96 No. 4 cells giving 144
volts ; with chemical for fluid, 3 trays
and lid for top tray.

Cash Price £5 4 6
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 9:7

7/9

Send

9/2
Only

Send

9/7
Only

EXPRESS ORDER FORM
Please send me C.O.D./ Cash/ or H.P.

(Strike out that winch does not apply).

1. Kit "A" 1931 Ether Searcher.
2. Kit "A" A.C. 1931 Ether Searcher.
3. 193 I Ether Searcher A.C. Unit.
4. Ultra -Selective Regional One.
5. Accessories as detailed.
6. Special C.O.D. Items as detailed.

For which I enclose H.P. Deposit, Cash
s. d. Which I require C.O.D.

Name

Address

A.W. 14/3/1931

=NAVE ilECURISiED ALL (OTHERS
You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Cleaning an Accumulator
SIR, --I find that most wireless dealers

fight shy of an order to "wash out and
recharge" an accumulator, because once
the plates are disturbed to get at the
sediment they may fall to pieces

When the battery is housed in a celluloid
case it can be thoroughly scoured with very
little trouble and no risk by the following
method. Having emptied it, drill a %-in.
hole in the bottom of the case, then connect
the filler plug to the water tap with a
length of rubber. tubing. Water can now
pass right through the accumulator, scour-
ing the plates, washing all the sediment
through the hole made.

To make the casing water and acid
tight, obtain a disc of celluloid and stick
this over the hole with amyl acetate,
taking care thoroughly to clean and dry
both the disc and the surface around the
hole. S. FI. B. (Wembley).

Adding an H.F. Valve
SIR,-I recently added an ordinary H.F.

unit to my existing three -valve receiver
thinking to increase the receiving range.
Contrary to expectation, this unit has
decreased my range and also the power of
stations that are received. Can you account
for this? K. L. (N .W. o)

Your original set probably had reaction
coupled into the aerial system, and this enabled
you to overcome the effects of resistance in
your aerial and earth system. Now that you
have added an H.F. unit, you have no doubt

456

cut off the reaction from the aerial and the
aerial -earth resistance is causing you poor
reception. By attending to the aerial and
earth, reducing resistance as far as possible
you Should 'be able to improve your reception.
Another thing, your H.T. battery may have
been suitable for the working of a three -valve
set, but is not capable of working four valves.
If you are using a standard -capacity dry -cell
H.T. battery for your four valves, replace it
with a double- or triple -capacity dry -cell H.T.
battery. In this way you will ensure that all
valves get sufficient current for efficient work -

The " Twenty -shilling Two
SIR,-I have wired up and given the

" Twenty -shilling Two " a good test.
It is Splendid value and your Technical
Staff are to be congratulated. The National
and Regional fade rather badly, but, a
number of foreigners come in at loud-
speaker strength. Northern readers will, I
am sure, appreciate some further notes for
modifying the set to bring in the new
North Regional programmes.

J. J. (Barrow-in-Furness).

The " Super -het Adaptor "
SIR,-Being a reader of your weekly

paper since its first issue, I thought it
only fair to let you know of the remarkable
results which I am getting with the " Super -
het Adaptor" (No. 447). Just now while
writing this, 5.3o in the afternoon (Sunday),
I am listening to Schenectady (WzXAD)
relaying WGY, New York. This has been
consistent at very loud -speaker volume (I

MARCH 14, 1931

have very little reaction on the Adaptor)
for the last week. _ It does seem a bit out of
the common to be able to tune in this
station day after day in broad . daylight,
while others have to be content with the
local (Glasgow, twenty miles distant), at
less volume. J. S. B. (Larbert).

Erecting a New Aerial
SIR,-My old aerial, which has been it.

use for the past four years, has just
broken. Upon examination I find that the
strands of wire at the break are eaten
almost through and that, by bending the
wire at any point, it breaks. In view of
this corrosion, do you think it advisable
to use covered wire to prevent it.

P. P. (London, E.)
Enamelled -covered copper wire will certainly

withstand corrosion for a long time, but even
so, we do not advise you use such wire for an
aerial and expect that it will give good service
for four years. Bare copper wire begins to
tarnish and corrode almost as soon as it is
erected. The enamel on the surface of enamelled
aerial wire prevents this corrosion beginning
for something like six months. When cor-
rosion sets in, the resistance of the wire to
H.F. currents increases, and. as time goes on
the resistance increases to such an extent that
the aerial system eventually becomes non -
oscillatory. Only by using excessive reaction
can reception then be obtained. By making a
practice of erecting a new wire every year you
not only assure yourself of having a low -
resistance aerial, but you will eliminate the
necessity of forcing reaction, thus interfering
with other listeners' pleasure.-En.

0, IMPROVING YOUR RECEIVER"
(Continued from page 454)

apparently of quite an unsuitable class of
material, since its replacement by an un-
screened lead produced a further enormous
increase in the output, which rose to 425
milliwatts, rather more than seven times
the preljpus figure.

4^'A Great Improvement
The set was now in '4 thoroughly satis

factory condition. It was changed over'
on to an outside aerial, and proceeded to
pull in distant stations with the greatest
case, and indeed to behaVe itself as one
would expect it to do. It might be thought
that the large increases in the efficiency due
to .the last two tests were due to the
receiver being near the oscillation
point. The test on actual signals, however,
showed that this was not the case, and that
although the receiver, of -course, Was much
more lively it was still in a perfectly stable
condition. As a matter of interest, how-
ever, the following re -check was made to
verify the results.

The receiver was connected up again on
the test bench, and damping was delibe-
rately introduced into the circuit by replac-
ing the paper -dielectric trimmer condenser

across the second circuit. With the
screened lead in position the output was
then approximately 8 milliwatts. On the
removal of the screened lead the watts out-
put rose to 52 milliwatts, which was an
increase of six and a half times, as against
just over seven by the previous test. This
is evidence, therefore, that the receiver was
tending to become unstable, but that this
instability had not invalidated the reading

serious extent and that nearly the
:F't'hole of this large increase in signal strength
was due to the removal of the screened lead.

The capacity of the screened lead was
measured, and in place of it a parallel
capacity of the same order was connected
across the valve. The same large increase
was observed, indicating that it was not the
capacity effect which was causing the-

trouble, but the dielectric loss in the lead
itself. This is a point which may be respon-
sible for loss in efficiency in quite a number
of sets. ,

Use Good Condensers
As a final test the tuning condensers

themselves, which were of an inexpensive
type, were replaced with condensers known
to have a 'very small high -frequency loss.
The receiver immediately became unstable,

when all the other improvements had been
made. Consequently, in order to obtain an
estimate of the relative difference between
the condensers, damping had to be deli-
berately introduced. Here again, the
results were quite surprising, for it was
found that the voltage developed increased
just over three times, giving nearly ten
times the power output from the loud-
speaker, using the good condensers as
against the cheaper ones. This is an over-
whelming argument -in favour of the use of
good condensers.

In the case in point, however, since the
set was unstable with the good condensers,
the alternative make was allowed to remain,
the damping introduced being utilised to
hold the receiver in stability. In order to
make use of the good condensers it would be
necessary to adopt more elaborate screening
and in the particular circumstances this
was not considered justifiable.

The fact remains, however, that quite
apart from this question of the condensers
themselves, the various improvements
which have been enumerated resulted in an
increase in the output power by more, than
one hundred times. For purposes of com-
parison the results have been summarised in
the table accompanying this article.
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Experts have been busy looking
into the credentials of the new
valve - ETA. What can it do ?

What is its performance ? And the
experts are satisfied. The Eta Valve
has come to stay. In price, quality
and performance, it is RIGHT.
Among the wide range there are
valves suitable for every set -
British, Continental and American.
Ask your radio dealer for particulars
of the Eta Valve to suit your set.

VALVES
THE ELECTRICAL TRADING ASSOCIATION LTD.,

ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.

NII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

N111111111111111111111111.11P'

Telegrams : Eltradax, Estrand, London. . Telephone : Holborn 8139.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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YOU CAN JUST PLUG IN

Your mains provide better and more certain
reception, with greater economy and considerably
less trouble than any battery, however good it
may be.

Most mains supply alternating current, which for
radio purposes has to be converted into direct
current; and for this a rectifier is necessary.

Of the various types of rectifiers, the Westing-
house is acknowledged to be the most efficient.
Unlike valve or chemical rectifiers, it does not
burn or wear out. It outlives your set ! Its use-
with certain other components-converts "bat-
tery -run" into "mains -run" radio; it is most
suitable for fitting into amateur -built sets.
Prices are from 15/-, according tb the type
required.

if you are buying a mains -set, you will do well to
make sure that the Westinghouse Rectifier is in-
corporated-you will find it in most good makes.

Complete technical details are given in an
interesting and lucid manner in oqr forty -page
booklet, "The All -Metal Way, 1931," which
contains chapters on radio -sets, eliminators,
battery -chargers, moving -coil loud -speakers, eto.
The coupon will bring you a copy by return of
post (please enclose 3d. to cover cost).

aWESTINGHOUSEn
METAL RECTIFIERS

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE AND SAXBY
SIGNAL CO., LTD.,

62 York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.
Telephone : North 2415

COUPON
Please send your forty -page booklet, "The All -Metal Way,

1931," for which I enclose 3d. in stamps.

NAME

ADDRESS

(Please write in Block Letters) A.W.I 4.3.3T.

KIDIOGRAMS
NELLIE WALLACE will broadcast in the National vaudeville
programmes on March 12.

Birmingham intends to maintain the high standard of its
light entertainments with a new series of revues called Nine -
thirty Novelties, the first of which will be broadcast on March
2o. Charles Brewer will be responsible for their compilation
and presentation, and each show will be of forty to fort -five
minutes' duration. The revues will be given at intervals of two
or three weeks and will begin at 9.3o p.m. They will include
burlesques and satires upon topical events.

Every year the Halle Society gives a concert in aid of its
Pension Fund and this year the concert will be relayed from
Manchester on March 19.

The first performance in London of "Morning Heroes,"
by Arthur Bliss, will be broadcast from the Queen's Hall on
March 25, with the composer as conductor. This requires the
use of an orator, who will be Basil Maine, the National Chords,
and -the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra.

" In Memory of Anna Pavlova," a concert of the music to which
she danced, will be broadcast on the National wavelengths on
March 3o. The B.B.C. Orchestra will be conducted by Walford
Hyden.

St. Patrick's Day, March 17, will be marked by a programme
for National listeners relayed froin Belfast.

Operatic excerpts played by the B.B.C. Orchestra, conducted
by Joseph Lewis, were recently introduced into the programmes
in a new form. The demand from listeners for more of these
extended passages from the great composers has led to the
arrangement of a similar programme for April 4, when a wide
selection from Faust will be given.

An Australian wireless journal says "Even with George
Bernard Shaw's brief play, You Never Can Tell, the B.B.C.
breaks the broadcast with an interval of music to ease the
strain of the listener's attention. Our A stations might try a
little longer interval when broadcasting .plays; more listeners
might listen to them."

Released from prison, a young German went to see a newspaper
editor and showed him a wireless set, constructed of materials
smuggled in by friends. He had listened in on it regularly in
prison to concerts and to theatre broadcasts, and had concealed
it from warders during the day in the breast pocket of his tunic.

It is estimated that there has been an increase of 2,000,000
listeners to British broadcasting during the last twelve months.
This is based on an official return of 3,505,007 licences issued to
the end of last month, exclusive of 19,942 free licences to the
blind. More than 500,000 additional licences have been taken
out since the end of January last year.

A new station is being built at Bogorodussja which will have
a power of loo kilowatts. The station will chiefly relay the
programmes from Moscow.

There are 13,478,000 listeners in the United States- according
to the latest return. A notable feature of the return is that
the number of sets is proportional to the number of cars. The
states of New York, California, and Illinois show the largest
number of receivers, while Nevada comes last.

Up to now, there have been few stations in Western France.
Now, however, it is rumoured that a high -power transmitter
is shortly to be erected at Le Havre.

The Flemish Liberal Party in Belgium has formed a society
in order to get a broadcasting station in operation. It calls
itself "Libradio," and in the near future it is hoped to make
arrangements for broadcasting through an existing station.

French listeners are having increasing trouble in cutting out
electrical interference, and the Minis'try of Public Works has
decided to set up a special commission to go thoroughly into
the question of electrical interference. Would that the B.B.C.
could take similar action 1
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The best and
cheapest way to

build an

ALL -ELECTRIC
Use the Six -Sixty Power Unit for the mains d ive of yourt
Ether Searcher. H.T., L.T., and G.B. form a compact uni

x 51/2" x 4" overall. A real " power" unit too, with
ample reserves for any set you may build later on, for it
gives up to 40 m/a H.T. at 200 volts and 5 amps L.T. at
4 volts.

'ETHER SERUM.

SAN

By using the famous
Six -Sixty A.C. Valves
as well as the Six -Sixty
Power Unit you will get
the very best results,
since Valves and Power
Unit are made to work
together. . . . And it
is the
for the complete Mains
Drive and a set of Six -
Sixty A.C. Valves cost
only L9 3s. 63.

You can make your Battery Model Ether
Searcher all -mains in a few minutes. All
you need is the Six -Sixty Power Unit, Six -
Sixty A.C. Valves and three Six -Sixty 4/5 pin
Valveholder Adaptors. The total cost is only
£99s. 6d., considerably less than the average
conversion kit. . . . Andthechange is made
without altering a single wire in your set.
Write for Free Booklet giving full particu-
lars of the S;x-Sixty Power Unit, All -Mains
Conversion Equipment and range of famous
Valves.

(B.V.A. RADIO VALVES AND EQUIPMENT).

Six -Sixty Radio Co. Ltd., Six -Sixty House, 17-13, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street,
London, W Telephone : Museum 8110-7
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"GOODS ON APPROVAL" AND THE LAW
r-PHERE is hardly a firm in the wireless

j trade which is not willing to send its wares
to its prospective customers under the system
which is now generally known as "on appro-
val," though probably more correctly termed
"on sale or return." It is, therefore, very
understandable that a prospective buyer will
want to know something about his rights and
obligations in the matter and what liabilities he
may incur by accepting the invitation of a firm
to send him this or that on approval. For
instance he will want to know who is going to
lose if the goods are stolen while in his posses-
sion or perhaps destroyed by fire or damaged or
lost in some other way.

To solve this problem we shallhave to consider
two sets of circumstances, the first where the
loss or damage is the result of some careless or
wrongful act on the part of the person who has
accepted these goods on sale or return, and the
second where their loss or destruction is purely
accidental.

If the goods are lost, destroyed or damaged as
a result of the carelessness or negligence of the
person who has taken them, or his servant or
someone for whom he is responsible then he is
under an obligation to make good the loss
unless there has been some agreement between
the parties which dictates otherwise.

The cases however which are likely to give
rise to most trouble do not occur where the loss
is the result of some negligent act but where it is
purely accidental. For cases of this descrip-
tion we shall have to refer to the Sale of Goods
Act of 1893, which provides special rules upon
the subject of goods sent on sale or return. It
provides, in fact when in certain circumstances

By A Solicitor
the " property ' in the goods pasSes from buyer
to seller and in the absence of 'any agreement
to the contrary, where the loss is purely acci-
dental, the buyer will not be liable if the goods
are destroyed unless the " property " in them
has passed to him What we have to discover
then is, when does the property in the goods
sent on approval pass from buyer to sellers
Three Rules

For the purpose of answering this question
the Sale of Goods Act provides three rules, and
under the first of these rules it is enacted that
the property passes when the buyer signifies to
the seller his approval of the goods. Naturally
by approving goods sent " on approval," a pros-
pective buyer becomes a proper buyer and as

" ETHER SEARCHER " PRIZES
ETHER SEARCHER" builders who

intend entering our great -13o Com-
petition (see details on page 438) will be
pleased to know that every prizewinner
who has built his set with a "Pilot" kit
of parts supplied by the Peto-Scott Co.,
Ltd , will be allowed to select further Peto-
Scott apparatus to the value of the prize
awarded. This is, therefore, a great
additional inducement to every "Ether
Searcher" builder, over and above the
fifteen cash prizes to be awarded in the
competition itself. Every builder of the
"1931 Ether Searcher," either mains or
battery -driven, should send in his entry at
once.

a proper buyer he must bear future risks.
The second rule is that " the property" (and

with it the risk) passes to the buyer when lie
does "any act adopting the transaction."
Here, of course, we must discover what is an
act adopting the transaction Generally we
may say that any act which an ordinary man
would consiier one which an owner and not a
prospective owner only would do, would come
within this term. It is an act on the part of the
prospective buyer which shows that he regarded
himself as owner. Each Case, of course, will
have to be decided on its own particular cir-
cumstances but if the act is one of an owner as
opposed to a prospective buyer it will probably
come within the words "an act adopting the
transaction."

The third rule provides that if a time has been
stipulated within which the articles in qfiestion
have to be returned, then if on the expiration of
that time they have not been returned the
property in them passes to the prospective
buyer and he must be regarded as the owner and
so bear the risk of any loss. As most firms
stipulate the time within which- their goods
have to be returned, it is very important that a
note should be made of this, otherwise the
prospective buyer may find himself in a very
difficult position. -

The selling firm does not always, however,
stipulate the time within which the goods are
to be returned and when such is the case the
Sale of Goods Act provides that they are to be
returned within a reasonable time. Again it
will have to be decided, upon the particular
circumstances of the case under consideration,
what is a reasonable time.

NOW MEET THE
66 POLARGANG "

Those with years of experience in radio always use Polar
Condensers because they are produced by specialists who
give more attention to detail. Polar means better con-

struction and greater service.

THE "POLARGANG"
A 2-, 3-, 4- or 5 -Gang Condenser for the
accurate control of a number of tuned cir-
cuits by means of the Polar Drum Drive.
Each condenser is fitted with a separate
trimmer which is easily accessible from the
top of the condenser.
The " Polargang " is rigidly constructed and
has adjustable fixing supports.
Very compact. The " Polargang 3 " measures
only 812 ins. long by 4 ins. deep.

PRICES :
2 -Gang - 27/6 4 -Gang - - 42'6
3 -Gang - 35/- 5 -Gang - 50, -

24 -PAGE POL.1R
CATALOGUE FREE

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.
188 -189 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2. POLAR WORKS, MILL LANE, OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL
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CARLTON
LONG LIFELOW PRICE
RADIO BATTERIES
Absolute efficiency in working is the
secret of CARLTON popularity-each
battery carefully manufactured of the
finest materials and thoroughly tested.
You get remarkable value in Carlton ;
give it a trial and get radio satisfaction.

60 Volts (reads 66) 6/-

120 Volts
If any difficulty in obtaining write the
Manufacturers for name of nearest dealer.

VINCE'S DRY BATTERIES LTD.
LION WORKS, GARFORD STREET,

LONDON, E.14

TRY A
CARLTON
NEXT ::TIME

There's more
in your records

when you play
them with a...

PICK-UP
and TONE ARM

PRICE
COMPLETE

451E1

11

Only when you fit a B.T.H. Pick -Up and
Tone Arm do you realise how much you
have been missing in your records.
Passages which are a confused medley
when reproduced by ordinary means are
now heard with a crisp, sparkling vitality
that makes record music live.

Records last longer when played with a
B.T.H. Pick -Up. Needle -scratch is eliminated
and carefully balanced design gives finest
reproduction with an absolute minimum of
record wear.
Get a B.T.H. Pick -Up and Tone Arm to -day.
It will make your gramophone as good as a
factory -built radiogram for a fraction of
the cost.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
Radio Division Showrooms:

155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns.

IEDISWAN W.136

Advert Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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HE aerial mast described below pos-
1 sesses several novel constructional

features; moreover, it is cheap and easy to
construct, and is light and strong.

Purchase from a timber yard the longest
length of 6 in. by r in. (square edge) flooring
board obtainable. (The writer succeeded
in getting one 28 ft. long.) At one end of
the board make a pencil mark 3% in. from
one edge.

At the other end, make a mark 2% in.

SAW ALONG THISAINE -

Fig. 1. How the board is cut

462

IA NOVEL AERIAL MAST
from the same edge, and draw a line, from
end to end, connecting these points. .

Now get the board sawn in two, along this
line (Fig. i), and you will have one piece,
measuring 3% in. at the bottom, tapering
to 2% in. wide at the top and the other will
be 34 in. at the bottom and 21 in. at the top.

Nail the two boards together to form a
girder having a T section (see Fig.
2), proceeding in the following man-
ner : Draw a line from end to end
of the wider piece through the centre
and along this line, at intervals
of 8 in., start a row of 2 nails.

Place the narrow board, on edge, on the

guys.

L 4
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ground (with the sawn edge down) and
placing the wider board on top of it, drive
home one nail at each end:

Next centre the underneath board
throughout its length, and drive in the
remaining nails, commencing at some point
near the middle, A rigid but light mast
will result which should cost only about two-
pence per foot to make. In" erection, it is
best to hinge the mast to.a post anchored in
the ground, and to keep it upright with

D. S. REED.

3 ;10Weg,

NAIL ALONG THIS LINE
Fig. 2. How the boards are assembled

FIT IT NOW
AND HEAR THE DIFFERENCE
Hear how much superior th
SOVEREIGN VOLUME CONTROL
is. (Shown here with dust and damp proof
rover removed.) Its silent, silky action
controls volume smoothly. It's the very
component you have always wanted.
Complete with moulded Bakelite pointer
knob, nickelled fittings, etc. Fit Sovereign
Components to improve any circuit.

OVER
1111111111111111111111111i

 S.F.B. CJF

it

EIGN

so,000 roo,000 and
goo,000 ohms, I and
2 megohms, each

If your dealer cannot supply write
direct (also for list of full range of
Sovereign Components) to

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS LTD.
52'54 ROSEBERY AV., LONDON, E.C.1

MISUNDERSTOOD

MARKER. "Send up some more PLAYERS. please I -

EBONITE
LOW LOSS
FORM ERS

PANELS, TUBES
BRITISH MADE

NOTE-Formers tested before despatch
RIGID-RELIABLE TRADE- MARK

Sole Makers-
THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.

HANWELL, LONDON, \V.7

;NQfQualitIII

CONDENSERS
Praised and used by the Toohnisal Press.

Slow Motion
Condenser

"ASTRA" GEARED MOVEMENT DIALS
Type No. 2, 4 in. diameter 5/-

, Type No. I, 3 in. 3/6
I "Astra" Popular, 3 in. 3/-

"ASTRA" Products are

SLOW
MOTION

CONDENSER
Mid Log Line Type.
Accurate in design and
construction, with fault-
less fast and slow motion
dial control. Action is
silent and control is
smooth but firm. Scale
0-100, 3 in. dial.

.0005 or

.0003 7/6
With Mica Dielectric

.0005 or .0003, fis.

DIFFERENTIAL.
CONDENSER

High insulation, smooth
movement and silent
action. Terminals and
Tags for connections.
.00015, each side, 3,'6.

obtainable from all Dealers
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'NOTHING BUT PRAISE'
Writes Mr. Barton Chapple

,e/2/7 .60:iffsFYWV60' /VAS*
,e&A

Available in chassis
form, 14 in. ba.te£6:t3:0
Oak Cabinet Model,

Ed : 8 10
Mahogany,£6:18:0
Walnut,£9:9:0
Made by the Makers of
the famous W.B. Cone
Speakers, Switches and

Valve Holders.

And these are the
reasons :-G rea t
sensitivity-a three
valve set will drive
it. No resonances
or boom. Freedom
from speaker hum
-no field current
necessary to ener-
gise it. Moving -
Coil reproduction
anywhere-no sup-
ply mains or bat-
teries needed. No
running costs. Its
Sheffield -made
Cobalt Steel Mag-
net weighs 101 lbs.
Your dealer will
demonstrate - you
should hear it!

kl'hiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Radio Works
Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

fresh Free State niAti ibeaors Belly & SOS?, Ltd., 47 Fleet St., Da1,114
Woe 7....deatt

EVEN RESPONSE
ON ALL FREQUENCIES.

In a range
of

attractive
colours

The Wates Star Pick-up is correctly designed to balance
the response on both high and low frequencies giving a
perfect, compensated reproduction which is amazingly
realistic, equalling the original recording in tonal values
and volume. Surface noise is reduced to a minimum and
easy adjustment can be made by mans of twa screws on
each side of the "damped" needle holder. Hear it
demonstrated. THE WATES PICK-UP ARM

:011.ANAION 6001:

Con. p:ete tt fixing butt actions front all Radio Dealers, Leafette front
THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.)

184/188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London

"A.W." Solves your Wireless Problems
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OUR LISTENING POST
By JAY COOTE

DID you pick up the tests made by LLS,
the new 25 kilowatter at Sottens, Swit-

zeriand ? To readers of this journal the first
Swiss National transmitter could not have been
classed as a "mystery" station, for notice of
its forthcoming launch in the ether was given
some little time ago. Although in its tests
broadcasts were made on wavelengths in the
neighbourhood of 404 metres, it is now using
its allotted channel, namely, 403 metres, as
monopolised to date by Berne. Possibly
mystification was caused by the fact that the
calls were put out in the English language, but
seeing that an English company is responsible
for its construction it is only natural that the
engineers on the job should announce in their
native tongue.

As a matter of fact as the tests developed, o
the Swiss engineers using the " mike " made it
perfectly clear that the station was "le loste
national Suisse de Sottens," which, by the Way,
is not pronounced as spelt, but as the Fret ch
word " sautant." Information was gal en
regarding the wavelength and the power in the
aerial was stated to be 25 kilowatts. It is no
wonder, therefore, that the broadcasts were
heard at good strength in all parts of the
British Isles and in many districts of the Irish
Free State.

This high -power transmitter will serve the
French-speaking portion of Switzerland and
will relay programmes from Geneva, Lausanne
and, on occasion, from Berne. Very shortly,
also, you will pick up the call of the second
Swiss National transmitter now nearing com-
pletion at Muenster; through this channel we
shall b2 provided with the Zurich, Basle, and
Berne broadcasts. .

More nigh -power Stations
Whilst on this subject I may as well advise

you that at any moment you may also find
the Brno transmissions take on considerably
more energy, for the new 36 -kilowatt plant is
ready to go on the air. No special search will
be necessary, as the signals will go out on
341.7 metres as hitherto. Cesky7Brod, the
Czecho-Slovakian _giant of 120 kilowattS, is
about due towards the end of this month;
when it starts up, as was the case with Warsaw-
Raszyn, you will need no warning, for through
this channel the Prague call should rattle your
loud -speakers. Stand by, also, for the regener-
ated Radio Paris on 8o kilowatts.

We may now realise that the war in the
ether is an accomplished fact, for in view of
the activity of its immediate neighbours,
Hungary has definitely decided to build an
entirely new station; it is to be capable
of radiating 15o kilowatts in the aerial !

It was evident that a running commentary
on the France -Wales Rugby match, played at
Swansea on February 28, would make a keen
appeal to French listeners, and for this reason
while it was being played I switched over to
the other side of the Channel to ascertain what
was being done in the matter. I found that
Radio Paris was the only station giving such a
service to its listeners. The transmission
furnished a curious experience, inasmuch as
from the French studio I could hear the
English commentary given out through a loud-
speaker, then immediately afterwards an
abbreviated French translation by the Paris
announcer at the microphone.

All this was possible so long as the English
account was spoken slowly, but during the.
more tense moments of the game our eye
witnesses grew enthusiastic, with the result
that the French commentator listening to a
rapid jumble of sentences through the loud-
speaker was reduced to informing his listeners
that the "match was an exciting one" and, to
kill time, repeated the score several times.

=tar Wtretzl

insist on

SPAGHETTI
RESISTANCES
/or these 6 reasons)
Because
1. Ohmite is the smallest Spag-
hetti Resistance made with the
highest current -carrying capacity.
2. Ohmite Spaghetti Resistance
has a solid copper core, giving
rapid heat dissipation and low
temperature co -efficient.
3. The end contacts are riveted.
4. The value of the resistance
is clearly indicated on the Bake-
lite name tag, which is stamped
"Ohmite" for your protection
against imitation.
5. Ohmite Spaghetti Resist-
ances are made by Graham Farish
Ltd., and are backed by 10 years'
experience of resistance manu-
facture. They carry a written
guarantee of accuracy.
6. Obtainable in all values.
1,000 ohms (12 m/a) to 20,000
ohms (6 m/a), price 1/-. 25,000
ohms (6 m/a) to 100,000 ohms
(5 m /a), price 1/6. Above 100,000
ohms up to 500,000 ohms (2 m/a),
price 2/-.
Ask your dealer to obtain, or write to

GRAHAM FARM.%
LIMITED . . . . BROMLEY, RENT
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This new wire -wound Resistance has been
specially designed for circuits requiring
non -inductive wire -wound resistances,
such as in potential dividing, series resist-
ance, free grid biasing, voltage regulation,
etc.
The wire is wound on sectionalised spaced
bakelite bobbins, mounted in such a way
as to enable free air cooling, although the
size of the wire used for the rating of the
resistance is sufficiently large that if the
current is not exceeded the temperature
rise is less than 10 per cent.
The values and the current -carrying
capacity are clearly marked on the top,
and the whole mounted in attractive
mottled bakelite case, with suitable con-
necting terminals andscrewing -down holes.
The illustration is approximately full size,
so that very little space is required to
accommodate. We can always supply
quickly in sizes or values additional to
those listed below, and in some cases, if
necessary, higher current rating, at a

slightly increased charge.
Carrying

Resistance Value. Capacity. Price.
100 to 600 ohms ... 50 m/A 16
1,000 to 2,000 ohms... 30 m/A 2 -
3,000 to 5,000 ohms... 20 m/A 2,'6
6,000 to 10,000 ohms 16 m/A 3/-
15,000 to 20,000 ohms 1 I m/A 3/6
25,000 ohms ... 1 1 m/A 4/-
50,000 ohms ... ... 8 m/A 5/6
100,000 ohms... ... 6 mA 7/6
Write for the Blueprint of the T.31 S.G.
Imperial Three Receiver. A new highly
selective wide -range set. Simple to con-
struct and easy to operate. Free to
constructors.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO, LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware.

Telephone: EDGWARE 0323
(34 t'21)
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BROADCAST TELEPHONY
Kilo- Station and Power

Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)
GREAT BRITAIN

25.53 .r./,75r Chelmsford
(G5SW) 15.0

200 1,500 Leeds 0.16
242 1,238 Belfast 1.2
261.3 1,148 London Nat. 68.0
288.5 r,040 Newcastle 1.2
288.5 r,o4o Swansea 0.16
288.5 .r,o4o Stoke-on-Trent 0.16
288.5 1,040 Sheffield 0.16
288.5 1,040 Plymouth 0.16
288.5 1,040 Liverpool 0.16
288.5 r,o4o Hull 0.16
288.5 1,04o Edinburgh 0.4
288.5 2,040 Dundee 0.1G
288.5 1,o4o Bournemouth 1.2
288.5 2,040 Bradford 0.16
301 995 Aberdeen 1.2
309.9 068 Cardiff 1.2
356.3 842 London Reg. 45.0
376.4 797 Manchester 1.2
398.9 752 Glasgow 1.2
479.2 626 Midland Reg. 38.0

1,554.1 193 Daventry (Nat ) 35.0
AUSTRIA

218.5 2,372 Salzburg 0.0
246 1,220 Linz 0.6
284.7 1,053.6 Innsbruck 0.6
351.7 853 Graz 9.5
453 666 Klagenfurt 0.6
517 58r Vienna 20.0

BELGIUM
206 1,456 Vet -viers 0.3
206 2,456 Antwerp 0.4
`216 2,392 Chatelineau 0.25
216 2,391 Radio Conference

Brussels 0.25
244.7 1,226 Ghent 0.25
249.6 1,202 Schaerbeek 0.5
338.2 887 Brussels No. 2 15.0
603 590 Brussels (No. 1) 75.0

BULGARIA
319 947 Sofia

(Rodno Radio) 1.0
CZECHO-SLOS'AKIA

263.8 I,A37 Morayska-
Ostrava 11.0

278.1 7,078 Bratislava 14.0
293.6 1,022 Kosice 2.5
341.7 878 Braun (Brno) 34.0
487 617 Prague (Praha) 6.5

DENMARK
281 2,067 Copenhagen 1.0

1,153 26o Kalundrg 10.0
ESTONIA

296.11,073 Tallinn 0.7
4(5.8 644 Tartu 0.5

FINLAND
453.2 662 Helsinki 15.0
21)1 1,031 Tampere 15.0

1,796 167 Lahtt 54.0

FRANCE
172.5 2,730 St. Quentin 0.3
222.9 1,346 Fecamp 1.0
.225 1,337 Strasbourg 8GF 0.3
235.1 1,275 Nimes 1.0
237.2 2,263 Bordeaux-

Sud-Ouest 2.0
240.6 2,247 Beziers 0.6
249 2,205 Juan-les-Pins 0.5
256 2,17/ Toulouse (PTT) 1.0
205 1,130 Lille (PTT) 15.0
272 2,703 Rennes 1.2
285.7 r,o8o Radio Lyons 0.5
285.41,051 Montpellier 2.0

Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,
the power indicated is aerial energy.

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

294.6 r,or8 Limoges (PIT)... 0.5
304.3
314.7
317.3
328.2
329.5
345.2
370
385
447
406

1,445.7
1,725

986 Bordeaux IP11) 85.0
953.2 N atan-Vi tus (Paris) 0.5
945.4 Marseilles (PTT) 1,5
924 Grenoble (PTT) 3.0
920.3 Poste Parisien ... 1.2
86g Strasbourg (PTT) 12.0
8ro.5 Radio LL (Paris) 0.6
779 Radio Toulouse 15.0
67z Paris (PTT) 2.0
644 Lyons (PTT) 2.3
207.5 Eiffel Tower 15.0
174 Radio Paris 17.0

GERMANY
31.38 9,560 Zeesen 15.0
216.3 1,387 Konigsberg 1.7
219 1,369.7 Flensburg 0.6
227 1,379 Cologne 1.7
227 1,3(9 Munster 0.6
227 1,319 Aachen 0.3
232.2 1,292 Kiel 0.31
239 2,256 Nurnberg 2.3
246.4 1,217.2 Cassel 0.3
253.4 1,184 Gleivritz 5.0
250.3 1,757 Leipzig 2.3
269.8 1,112 Bremen 0.3
276.5 1,035 Heilsberg 75.0
283.6 1,058 Magdeburg 0.6
283.6 r,o58 Berlin (E) 0.6
283.9 r,o58 Stettin 0.6
318.8 94r Dresden 0.3
323.3 927.7 Breslau 1.7
300 833 Milhlacker 75.0
372 8o6 Hamburg 1.7
390 770 Frankfurt 1.7
418 716 Berlin 1.7
452.1 662 Danzig . 0.2
473 635 Langenberg 17.0
533 563 Munich 1.7
55'3.7 536 Kaiserslautern 1.0
559.1 536 Augsburg 0.3
566 530 Hanover 0.3
570 527 Freiburg 0.35

1,635 281.5 Zeesen 35.0
1;635 283.5 Norddeich 10.0

HOLLAND
31.23 9,599 Eindhoven (PC J) 30.0
299 1,004 Hui zen 8.5
200 1,004 Radio Idzerda

(The Hague) 3.0
1,071 280 Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
1,875 zoo Hilversum 8.5

HUNGARY
550 545 Budapest 23.0

ICELAND
1,200 250 Reykjavik 10.0

IRISH FREE STATE
224.5 1,337 Cork (11,8) 1.5
413 725 Dublin (21(N) 1.5

ITALY
25.4 and 80 Rome (3R0) 9.0

8.5
212.8 959 Genoa (Genova)* 1.5
330.5 907.8 Naples (Napoli) 1.7
441 68o Rome (Rorna) 75.0
453 662 Bolzano (1BZ) 0.2
601 509 Milan (Milano) 8.5

*testing on 521 us.
LATVIA

525 572 Riga
LITHUANIA

1,035 253 Kaunas
NORTH AFRICA

363.3 825.3 Algiers (PTT) 13.0

296 x,013.4 Turin ori no) ...

12.0

7.0

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

416 7ar Radio Marco
(Rabat) 10.0

1,250 240 Tunis Kasbah ... 0.6
NORWAY

235.5 2,275 Kristianssand 0.5
241 1,244.5 Stavanger 0.5
364 824 Bergen 1.0
365.1 821.7 Frederiksstad 0.7
453.2 662 Porsgrund 1.5
493.4 6o8 Nidaros 1.2
589.6 508.8 Hamar 0.8

1,071 280 Oslo 75.0
POLAND

214.21,400 Warsaw (2) 1.9
231 1,283 Lodz 2.2
244 1,229 Cracow 1.5
366.9 813.1 Wilno 20.0
338.1 887.1 Poznan 1.9
385.1 779 Lvov 16.0
408 734 Katowice 16.0

1,411.8 212.5 Warsaw(testing)
testing on 120 Kw.

PORTUGAL
240 1,250 Oporto

(Teatro Apollo) 0.25
2S4.7 2,053.6 Lisbon (CTIAA) 0.25

ROMANIA
391 76z Bucharest 16.0

RUSSIA
426.3 703 7 Kharkov 4.0
720 416.6 Moscow (P1 f) 20.0
800 375 Kiev 20.0
824 364 Sverdlovsk 25.0
037.5 320 Kharkov (RV20) 25.0

1,000 Soo Leningrad 40.0
1,005 281.7 Tiflis 15.0
1,103 272 Moscow Popoff 40.0
1,200 250 Kharkov (RV4) 25.0
1,301 23o Moscow (Trades'

Unions) 165.0
1,380 227.5 Bakou 10.0
1,442 ea.' Moscow (Horn) 20.0

SPAIN
251. 2,193 Barcelona

(EAJI5) 1.0
206.5 1,225.1 Barcelona

(EAJ13) 10.0
349 86o Barcelona (EAJ1) 8.0
368 815 Seville (EA J5) 1.5
421 707 Madrid (EAJ7) 2.0
453 662.2 San Sebastian

(LAD) 0.5
SWEDEN

230.3 2,304 Malmo 0.75
257 r,r66 HOrby 15.0
304.3 936 Falun 0.65
322 933 GO tebor,g 15.0
436 689 Stockholm 75.0
542 554 Sundsvall 15.0
770 389 Ostersund 0.75

1,234 243.1 Boden 0.75
1,348 722.5 Motala 40.0

SWITZERLAND
243.8 1,230.2 Basle 4).5
403.5 743 Berne 1.1
403.5 743 Sottins (testing) 25.0
459 653 Zurich 0.75
680 442 Lausanne 0.6
700 395 Geneva 1.5

TURKEY
1,242 241.5 Istanbul 6.0
1,540 191.8 Ankara 7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
300 980 Zagreb (Agram) 0.7
430.5 696.8 Belgrade 3.0
574.7 522 Ljubljana 2.8

LEWCOS RESISTANCES
THE Lewcos interchangeable type wire -

wound resistance, a Test Report of
which was given last week on page 426, is

illustrated herewith, and it should be
noted that the Watmel resistance of the
same type was shown in error. These
Lewcos resistances are non -inductively
wound and have a very good current -carry-
ing capacity. Useful spaghetti type resis-
tances are also made by Lewcos and,
although only recently placed on the market,
arc already proving very popular. The
syaghetti type resistances are obtainable in

wide range of resistance values and are of
great assistance to set builders on account
of their adaptability.

It is stated that the police in Holland are
getting very satisfactory results with broad- 
cast S.O.S.'s, and that last year over
three thousand police notices were broad-
cast.
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PAINT A HOUSE,
MEND CHINA,
ENAMEL A BATH,
REPAIR HOT
WATER PIPES ?
A copy of " The Handyman,
Loot. Practical Receipts,-"
will explain to you clearly
the simplest methods of
dealing with these and hun-
dreds of other household
problems, 0/9 post tree from
;he Publishers or i/o from
any newsagent or bookseller.

ilia
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CASSELL & CO., LTD..
la Belle 7aevaee, 1.0naln,

,near',, seatieWN/Arerde

"Amateur Wireless"
F ANDBOOKS

each 216 net -

Loud -speaker Crystal Sets.
Wireless - controlled Mechanism

."'or Amateurs.
The Wireless Man's Workshop.
rrne Practical Wireless Data Book.

each 116 net.

The Book of the Neutrodyne.
Wireless Telephony Explained.
Crystal Receiving Sets and How

to Make Them.
Wireless Component Parts and

How to Make Them.
Wireless Telegraphy and Tele-

phony and How to Make the
Apparatus.

4:10f all Newsagents and Book-
sellers, or by post, 3d, extra,
from Cassell & Co., Ltd La
Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4,

:41.1.1 000.M-0 4211,1/15 4MM. (1.1. 04IEM '141Mi...0 0 69

When Submitting

1

Queries
Please write concisely, giving essential

particulars. A Fee of One Shilling
(postal order), a stamped addressed
envelope, and the coupon on the last
page must accompany all letters. The
following points should be noted.

The designing of apparatus or re-
ceivers cannot be undertaken.

Modifications of a straightforward
nature can be made to blueprints, but
we reserve to ourselves the right to
determine the extent of an alteration to
come within the scope of a query.

Queries cannot be answered personally
or by telephone.

I

1
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Postcard
Radio

Literature
GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
fiere"0 bserver" reviews the latest booklets ...I
folders issued by well-known manufacturers. If
you want copies of any or all of them FREE: OF
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the indev
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to Postcard Radio
Literature," "AMATEUR WIRELESS," 58 61,
Fetter Lane. E.C.4. "Observer" will see that

u get rail the literature you desire. Please
wrife your name and address In block letters.

Spans Europe!
ISEE that reduced prices are now in force

for the all -electric Columbia sets type
307 (the very useful table model) and type
331, the pedestal model. You can get
through my free catalogue service a fine
folder describing these sets, and certainly
if you have the slightest wish to change over
from your present equipment to something
up to date, then I think you should con-
sider Columbia.. 199
For Short -wavers

Not everybody wants to make up a
special set in order to receive the short-wave
stations and I am rather attracted by the
Magnum short-wave converter Which brings
the fun of short-wave listening to every set
owner. The converter is fully described in a
new leaflet just issued. 200
The Drydex Battery

I hear that all the technical folk are
speaking very well of the new Drydex high-
tension and grid -bias battery produced by
Exide. Full particulars can be obtained
free through my catalogue service. 201

A Reliability Guide
I see that a new edition has just been

issued of the Reliability Wireless Guide
produced by J. H. Taylor & Co., of
Huddersfield. This is a fine 96 -page
catalogue of all parts and can be obtained
free through my catalogue service. 202

For Transportable Owners
An extremely handy guide has, just been

issued by the Fullers Accumulator Co.
(1926), Ltd., showing the types of Sparta
non -spill accumulator to suit every
popular type of portable and transportable
set. This little guide can be obtained free
and I am sure it will appeal to all trans-
portableites. 203
New R.I. Parts

From R.I. I have just received details of
several new interesting parts, these being
an output filter choke, mains transformer,
filament transformer, dual -range coil,
power choke and general purpose trans-
former. Although these are "hot from the
press," I am assured that full details are
available, and if you are in need of any new
parts I advise you to write for particulars
of these new R.I. lines. 204

OBSERVER.
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4.

MAKE YOUR
RECEIVER
"ALL -ELECTRIC"
for 9/2
and 11 payments of 8;8 or

Cash Price 4 : 15 : 0
Type G.B.I. Prov. Patent No.1642131
INCORPORATING

G.B.
LT

150v. at 15 m,'a.
or

120v. at 20 os'it.
Also

S.G. and Det.
Tappings

3 Tappings up
to 14v.

Independent of
H.T.

2, 4 or 6v. Trickle
Charger

(Westinghouse Rectifiers)
Write for full particulars to :-

TANNOT
PRODUCT.0

Dalton St., West Norwood, S.E.27

TUNEWELL
COILS

for
STABILITY
and SELECTIVITY
Scrupulous attention to detail characterises the entire range
of Tonewell Coils. Their careful design, low self -capacity
and excellent finish combine to give that performance for

which Tunewell are already famous.
Dual Range Double X Tapped Coil,, Panel Mounting 10.1
0 -pin Dual Range Coil, less switch .. .. 7/9
Sew " P.W." specially wound to GP.W."

specification .. .

Separate 6 -pin Coils, 20;45, 49 B0;.,200/900metres . 0/11
1,000/2,000 metres .

2 -pin Coils, ultra -Omit 110
Broadcast and High Wavebands !rem ..
Centre Tapped ditto, each extra
X Type ditto, each extra .. 1/ -
Special New H.F. Choke ..
Transformer 12e'9
Speaker Unit 12/8
Tut,weit portab,e Turntable -spa
TUNEWELL ALL -BRITISH SPAGHETTI RESISTANCES
10,000 and 15,000 ohms ..
20,000, 25,003 and 30,000 ohms
40,000, 50,000 and 00,000 ohms .. . 1/11

SliND F07 LIST
TURNER & CO.

54 Station Road, London, 24.9
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The tvadings
are 0-6 volts,
0-150 volts
and 0 to 80
milliamps.
Price 815

THE
BATTERY
SIGNA

Are you able to tell when your
batteries require renewal or
recharging? With a Wates
3 in 1 meter, and the simple
instructions for use supplied
with each instrument, you need
never be let down by batteries

running out. There are nearly a million in use,
and although the cost is only 8/6 complete, we
service them for all time and they are guaran-
teed in every way. They test H.T., L.T., and
grid bias consumption of set in H.T.-an invalu-
able test this !

WATES TEST METER
(3 IN ONE)

Buy one now from any Radio Dealer. They
tell you all you want to know about your
batteries.

Leaflets and particulars from
THE STANDARD BATTERY CO"
Dept. A.W., 184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

POSHI
BESIDES being a thoroughly sound

lob both mechanically
and Glee-

trially the BenjaminR0I3TYSwItches,
both Single and Double

Pole, present

a most pleasing appearance when

fitted to the insulated or metal panel

of your receiver.
The bakelite pointer

and the engraved dial
proclaim the

switch to be what it is -a first-class lob.

it'rte for Catalogue
No.1142

The BERAMIN
ELECTRIC LTD.

Tariff Road, Tottenham,
Tottenham 1501

TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES
New Prices : Jars 1/3. Sacs 1/2. Zine 10d. Sample do,.
IS Volts complete with bands and electrolyte 4/ 1 post 9d.
Sample unit 6d. Illus. booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/-. 3 VALVE ALL -STATION SET £5.
A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road, Stockwell, LONDON.

LET "A.W." SOLVE
YOUR WIRELESS

PROBLEMS
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WE TE5r.foR you
A weekly TeCiel,

of new components
and lees
apparatus

Conducted by our Technical Editor : J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Watmel Resistances

APARTICULARLY neat series of wire -
wound resistances has recently been

introduced by Messrs. Watmel Wireless Co.
These resistances are contained in a hand-
some brown moulded bakelite case, having
two terminals.

The resistance itself is wound on a bobbin
fitted inside the case, the winding, of course,
being reversed in the middle to avoid
inductive effects. The size of the wire
employed is rather larger than usual, as a
result of which the current -carrying capa-
city of these resistances is good.

The f oo,000-ohm resistance is rated to
carry 6 milliamps, whilst the 600 -ohm
resistance will carry 5o milliamps quite
safely. We tested several of these resis-
tances both for value and current -carrying
capacity, and found them as rated. The
resistances range from roo to roo,000 ohms,
the prices running from is. 6d. to 75. 6d.,
according to the resistance. The space
occupied on the baseboard is very small,
and the product is neat and compact.

New Lanchester Speaker
THERE are occasions in the routine

testing of components where one comes
across a component which arrests one's
attention by its superiority. This was the
case with the Lanchester moving -coil
speaker which we received this week, The
instrument is of the permanent magnet
type, a particularly small magnet being
employed in the make-up. The cone is also
of relatively small diameter, and the whole
apparatus is housed in a case measuring
53 in. by ro in. by 5% in. It is finished in
blue leather cloth, with slightly bevelled
edges, and is indeed distinctly attractive
in appearance as well as in performance.

This is the new Lanchester moving -coil
speaker

Our test results showed that it was not
only sensitive, but had a very even fre-
quency response. The upper register was
distinctly better than the general run of
moving -coil speakers, and we found indeed
that it compared very favourably with our
standard laboratory equipment, which is a
much more expensive outfit.

The arrangement is fitted with an input
transformer to suit standard output, and
there is also provision for obtaining direct
access to the coil, without going through the
input transformer, for those who wish to
match up for themselves.

The impedance did not vary to a great
extent over the working frequency range.
Its value at 400 cycles was 6,300 ohms,
measured at the input terminals of the
step-down transformer provided, and the
impedance was of the same order over the
whole frequency range up to 2,000 cycles,
when it commenced to rise rapidly as is
usually the case with moving -coil speakers.

At a price of Z4 4s. only, this is an instru-
ment worth sampling.

Bulgin Filter Choke
ACOMPONENT which is achieving a

well -merited popularity is the Bulgin
filter output choke. This component is

I I I
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The excellent characteristic curve of the
Bulgin filter choke

designed on up-to-date lines and incor-
porates an air -gap for the purpose of main-
taining the inductance at a high value,
despite the passage of a relatively heavy
direct current through the winding. It is,
of course, easy to ensure that the induc-
tance hardly varies at all, whatever the
anode current, by using a very large gap,
but this method is quite impracticable,
since it either involves a very low induc-
tance or a high D.C. resistance.

The skill of the designer lies in estimating
the right value. of gap to give the required
inductance with the minimum D.C. resis-
tance and in many cases absolute constancy
is sacrificed to this end, the inductance
being allowed to fall slightly over the
working range.

The Bulgin choke is a case in point.
The sample we tested was rated at 20
henries and 5o milliamps. From the curve
herewith it will be seen that the inductance
starts off at 3o henries, falling to just below
20 at the rated current. As the D.C.
resistance is only 35o, ohms this is a very
useful performance.

(Continued on next page)
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Uniform with this co -henry choke is a
32 -henry model constructed on the same
lines, but designed to carry 30 milliamps
only. These two components, which retail
at 72s. 6d. only, will find a variety of uses
not only for choke -output stages, but for
eliminators and de -coupling.

A useful component in practically any
set-the Bulgin choke

W. and B. Switch
THREE - POINT short circuiting

switches are very often used to -day in
changing from low to high wavelengths.
The form of switch developed for the pur-
pose has been a modified version of the
push-pull battery switch, and there can be
no doubt that this is not altogether a satis-
factory job for the purpose. Even in a low-
tension circuit trouble often does arise
owing to loose contacts and it is well known
that a joint which is quite satisfactory for
D.C. may be troublesome at high fre-
quencies, so that there is double need for a
really good switch in this part of the set.

In an endeavour to overcome this defect,
Messrs. Whiteley, Boneham & Co. have
introduced an ingenious switch, in which
there are two surfaces of each contact.
Firstof all there is the spring resting against
the centre spindle in the usual manner.
One part of the spindle is metal and the
other part is covered with an insulating
sleeve, so that as the spindle is pushed in
the contact becomes insulated. When the
rod is pulled out the spring rests on the
metal centre portion in the usual manner,
but over this is a small cap of conical
shape, which also makes contact with the
outside of the spring, and there is thus con-
tact on both inner and outer surfaces of the
blade. This, of course, applies to all three
contacts.

Certainly we found that the contact was
good, and there was also a pleasing ten-
dency for the switch to spring into the posi-
tion of contact. That is to say that once
the spindle was pulled ant it tended to stay
out and required some force to push it in
again.

B.T.H. CONE SPEAKER
READERS will be interested to note

that the B.T.H. type E cone speaker.,
described on page 426 of last week's issue, is
now available at the specially reduced price
of ;:.2 Fos. It will be seen from the Test
Report given that the performance of this
speaker is of an excellent order and we feel
sure that, quite apart from any question of
price, this B.T.H. instrument is bound to
appeal to very many set users who want
better performance.
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SPECIFIED
For the "ULTRA SELECTIVE

REGIONAL ONE"

The Bulgin Patent " A " Type Multi
Coil specified for the " ULTRA
SELECTIVE REGIONAL ONE"
described in this issue is centre tapped
on both wavelengths, and has been
scientifically designed in accordance
with modern value theory. The
low loss windings are a special
feature, and wave changing effected
by the operation of a special push-

pull switch.

Send for the famous
Bulgin 60 - page
catalogue (postage
21) which mounds
in stimulating
" brain waves for
keen set con-

structors.

Each Bulgin corn -
pc nent is tested
lefcre leaving the
factory and is cov-
ered ly cur repair
or replacement
guarantee. Satis-
faction is assured.

A. F. BULGIN & C D. LTD., 9-11 Cursitor Street. Chancery Lane, London, E.C.4
'Pitons: Holborn 1)72 ant -207

MIKES FOR
HOME RECORDS
Pulpit Pedestal, 12/6, Pedestal
Broadcaster, as illustrated, 18/6,
Microphones with handle, 15/-,
powerful Public Address models
55/- and 65/-, Transformers 4/6,
Couplers 15/-, Valve Amplifiers
55/-, for Band Repeater or Public
Address work, Home Recorder
for Gramo.

March Sale List now ready.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

Taitphone : CITY 0191

DOES YOUR SWITCH SPINDLE TURN ROUND ?

1111111111111
1101

IF SO. Y UR SET

"CRACKLES!'

135 FITTING

"BUSCO" SWITCH
ur trouble is ended because there

t, no contact point to turn round,
...ad when yon "'Witch " you
nave outset Ike a power switch.

WET NOT FIT ONE?
They are as cheap es the interior
ype but tar superior in operation.

Frcrn sour total dialer. or

BUSBY & CO., LTD. (Patentees)
Dept. A.W., PRICE ST., BIRMINGHAM

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE

The Big British

Wireless Monthly

1/-

FOR ..

ELECTRIC REPRODUCTION

USE A LIMIT

ContIncntalandBayonat

Illustration slows
hilt up

ddinatabe.
Length Track-
i n g Anal,
.Ypring To:Aiwa

PICK UP ARM 15/6
Obtainable through all factors and dealers

or write EACH

LIMIT RADIO LIMITED, ALBION ST., LONDON, N.1
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send. Postal Order, NOT STAMPS'.

CRYSTAL SET (6d.)
Regional Crystal Set .. .. .. ... WM r 76

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Monodyne .. .. .. .. .... ... ANV258
One Control One .. .. .... .... ... ANV267
Regimal Ultra -selective One .. ..; .. AW278
Hartley One .. .. ... ... ._. W111198

TWO -VALVE SETS (is. each)
Talisman Two (D, Trans) .. .. _ AWI94
No -battery A.C. Mains Two (D, Trans) .... ANV230
No -battery Gramo-radio 2 (D, Trans) .. ..,) AW238
1930 Talisman 2 (D, Trans) . «AW239
Searcher Two (D, Trans) .. ... AW245
Arrow Two (D, Trans) .. .. - .. AW240
Forty -five -shilling Two (D, Trans) - ....7: EAT:22s4
Searcher Short-wave 2 (D, Trans)
Challenge Two (D, Trans) .. .. .. AWzbi
Loftin -White Two (A.C. Mains) ... - AW263
Everybody's All -in 2 ID, Trans).. .. ANV273
Twenty -Shilling Two (D, Trans) ... AW274
Brookman's Two (D, Trans) .. - WMI68
Gleaner Two (D, Trans) ... .. .. WM2or
Music Monitor (D, Trans) ... .... .. WM208
Merlin Two (A.C. Set) .. .. - WM2r3
Five -Point Two (D, Trans) .. ... WMzzo
Brookman's A.C. Two (D, Trans) ... WM225
Aladdin Two (D. Trans) .. .. ..., .... WIN12.31

THREE -VALVE SETS (Is. each)
Best -by -Ballot Three (SG, D, Trans) Price 4d.

free with copy of "A.W." AW217
293o Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW223
Beginner's Regional Three (D, AAwW224.337

Britain's Favourite Three 1930 (D, a Trans) .. AW243
The "A.W." Exhibition 3
Push -Pull "Two" (D, Push -Pull) .. AW270
1931 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans) AW271
1931 Ether Searcher (A.C. model) - « AW276

Mains Unit AWz77
Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. .. WM t 6i
Brookman's Push -Pull Three (SG, D, Trans) t/6 WM17o
Inceptordyne (SG, D, Pentode)  WI\1179
Brookman's A.C. 'Three (SG, D, Trans) 1/6 .. WM184
Music Marshal (D, z Trans) .. WM190
Concert Three (D, 2 Trans) .. - WM r99
De -Luxe Three (D RC, Trans)  WM209
Five -Point Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WMzez
Falcon Three (A.C. Set) - W111217
New Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM2 z
Five -point Short -waver (D, RC, Trans) _ WM223
Battle -Board Three (13, RC, 'Trans) ... WMzz6

FOUR -VALVE SETS (Is. 6d. each)
Horizon Four (SG, D, 2 Trans).. AW237
Challenge Four (2SG, D, Trans) with copy of

"A.W.," 4d. post free .. AW251
Challenge Four (2SG, D, 'Trans, mains operated)

with copy of "A.W.," 4d. post free AW252
Challenge Radio Gramophone (SG, ID, RC,

Trans) AW265
Brookman's Four (2SG, D, Trans) .. W1\1174
Lodestone Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) WA1193
Searcher's Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM r94
Regional Band-pass Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM211
Five -Point Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM216
Regional A.C. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WMz22
Supertone Four (SG, D, Push-pull) WM227

FIVE -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)
James Quality Five (2SG, D, RC, Trans) AW227
s930 Five D, RC, Trans)  WAII7z
Dual -screen Five (2SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM r 85
Radio -Record Five (SG, D, Trans -parallel) .. WMI88
Overseas Five (3SG, D, Trans) .. WM tgr
Regional A.C. Five (3SG, D, Trans) .4 WM224

SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Hyperdyne Receiver .- WM221
Super 6o (Super -het) .. Wi\ 1229
Copies of the "Wireless Magazine" and of "Amateur Wireless" con-
taining descriptions of any of these sets can be obtained at Is. 3d. and 4d.
respectively, peat free. Index letters " A.W." refer to "Amateur
Wireless " sets and " W.M." to " Wireless Magazine."

Address letters:

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept., ",..1n1g,"Er4m.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately. following.
Post free to any part of the world r 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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THE STANDARD
PLUG-IN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/ .

DX COILS Ltd, London, E.8

REPAIRS
to any make of L.F. Transformer, Headphones or
Loud -speaker (except Bine Spot) dispatched In
48 Hours -TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4,- post free. Cash with order,

Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
Dept. D. 953 GARRATT LANE, LONDON, S.W.17

11,',/
MI ELE%

EILIICUIIDE
rADIILLo 296X ,

II TY
4

Review No. 185. -Amateur
.......,''''Wireless." Jan. 24. "You

should get a copy of this Guide
li,e',

before buying any apparatus for
that new set." Write NOW to:

O.IMIATA.YlL© a Eve,
3. Radiolloust MACAULAY STREET.
HUDDERSFIELD. Phono.341.

TEST YOUR SET
WITH SAFETY
EELEX
TESTING
PRODS
3:6 per pair.

AND
SAVE
YOUR

VALVES
List T.9.

J. J. EASTICK A SONS.
118 Raritan Row, London, W.C.1

For YOUR SET or RADIO -GRAM
Radio Furniture de luxe:

Gives style to the home.
Nothing cheap or shoddy.

Advantages also of PIANO -TONE baffle
enables BETTER REPRODUCTION

(3,000 clients and Leading Experts.)
DIRECT from osakers. APPROVAL

7 days FREE. 75f- to Ela.
Cash or EASY PAYMENTS.

Photographs FREE.
PICKETTS, Radio Furniture Work,
(A.M.) Albion Road, Begleybea.h. East.

BRYCE'S Renowned Mains Transformers, as specified
for "1931 A.C. Ether Searcher," price 21/-. Practically
laboratory instruments, turns ratio guaranteed to within
one turn. Insulation tested to 4,000 volts. As supplied
to leading Corporations and Manufacturers. Write for
illustrated price lists.-Bryee's, Transformer Dept.,
Dawson Street, Bury, Lanes,

CHARGE YOUR H.T. FROM YOUR L.T. AT HOME.
Reliable, convenient, effective, economy 73% good re-
ception. Equipment, hydrometer and diagram complete.
60 volts 716. 130 volts 10/6. Diagram with Hydrometer
216.-11.. Fox, 188 Camberwell Grove, London, S.E.5.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. List free, with three -valve
diagram.. Transformers, 2/9; Telsen A.C.E., 6/6; Radio -
grand, 0/6; Selector Midget, 4/3; .0005 variable, 2/6;
Differential, 2/6, S.I\ L Dials, 1/6 ; geared, 2/, Geared Drum,
5/-. Three -valve kits, with cabinet, 35/-; two, 24/-. Trio-
tron Units, O/6. A.C. Eliminators, Westinghouse, 40/-.
All parts new, Get my price list.-Butlin, 143b Preston
Road, Brighton,

"CRAFTEASE " CABINETS for wireless or gramophones.
Ready for assembling or assembled. Send 2d. for eats-
logue.-D. Craftease Works, Winscombe.

A MAGNIFICENT SET. -The National and Regional
Three, absolutely complete, including Tungsrarn valves,
2 -volt accumulator, 100 -volt H.T. battery, B.T.H. 45,f -
loud -speaker. Perfect reception from home and foreign
stations. Guaranteed 13 months. Amazing value. £4,
inclusive. -H. Panag,akis, Radio Manufacturer, 91 Dale
Street, Liverpool.

WE WILL ACCEPT YOUR SURPLUS APPARATUS
(making you a high allowance) in part payment for any
new apparatus; your inquiry will be dealt with promptly.
-Rostock & Stonnill, 1 Westbourne Terrace, S.E.23.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of El
and under, and 1s. for amounts in excess of £1, to cove/
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted be
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot MI
accepted), addressed to

"e'LAIATCUR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,
SS,'Or FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

AGENTS, DEALERS, SET -MAKERS I -Write now foe
particulars of our unique system of trading. Deliveries on
time guaranteed. Thousands of lines catalogued.-
Brookman Rapid Radio Service, 105 Spencer Streetv
thrtningham.

WIRELESS BARGAINS.- Three -valve brand new Port-
able Sets, best makes, from £5 193. cash or 14/6 with order.
Three -valve Sets, complete, 63/- or 7/3 with order. -Below.
Send to Fosters for latest Bargain List of Wireless Sets,
etc. -Fosters (Higlibury), Ltd., 74 Highbury Park, High -
bury Barn. London. N.5. ')'hone : North 4430.

VERT WIRING CLIP. No soldering. Tested and
approved "Amateur Wireless." Samples 3d. and stamped
envelope. Half gross, 2/- (sufficient for three -valve set).
- Green it Sons, Redelyffe, Horley, Surrey.
DININ ACCUMULATORS, H.T.-Sole concessionaires.
The Turpin Engineering Co., Ltd., 177 The Vale, Acton,
1V.3 'Phone: Shepherds Bush 2040.
SOLID OAK WIRELESS CABINETS, for 18 in. by 7 In.
panel, 10 in. deep, hinged lid, well polished, 6/6 each.
Cash with order; refunded if not satisfied. Carriage 1/i
extra; baseboard, 60. extra. -F. S. Gibson, 99 Burnley
Road, Ainsdale, LATIN.

"THE INSULATED INSULATORS" for perfect aerial
resistance. (Reviewed "Amateur Wireless," 15/11/30).
Phenomenal demand lowers price; formerly 5/-, now 3/9
pair, post free from maker : T. R. P. Williams, Netherend,

Birmingham. Agents wanted.

LOUD -SPEAKERS, headphones, cone units, any type
rewound, remagnetised and overhauled, 3/6; Blue Spot;
4/-; post free; 24 hours' service; repairs guaranteed; term('
to trade. -Walters, 1 BURR'S Terrace, Lower Compton,
Plymouth.

R.K. MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS, Complete 30/-. 6-v. pots
22/6 (including cone cradles). Marconi Moving -coil 6-v.
pots, 10/6. Cone and Mount, 1;-; Sheet rubber, 60. Coll
to match your output 4/6. Marconi L.F. Transformers,
new unshrouded, 4/3.-R. W. Hillier, 22 Cork Street, W.1,

A.C. ELIMINATOR KIT. -Price 33/-. Three
Tappings, one variable, G.B.1-2. Any 4-v. Valve as
Rectifier. Flan 60.-B.M.W. Radio, 84 Commercial Road,
Swindon.

ENGINEERS -IMPORTANT NOTICE. -After months of
intensive effort and research we are pleased to announce
that our new hand -book is now out of the publishers'
hands, and ready for distribution. Three times larger than
any previous edition, this book is beyond argument the
finest and most complete hand -book on Engineering
Careers ever compiled. It is a book that will soon be on the
bookshelf of every ninbitious engineer, whatever his age,
position or experience. The book contains, amongst other
intensely interesting matter, details of 13.Se., A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
M.R., San.I., E.I.O.B., F.S.I., G.P.O. C. & G., and every
other important Engineering Examinsition, outlines Courses
in all branches of Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Motor,
Wireless, Aeronautical, and Talkie Engineering' and
explains the unique methods of our Appointments Depart-
ment. We alone guarantee "NO PASS -NO FEE." The
New "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is bound to
create a mild furore in Engineering circles. See that you
get your copy by writing to -day -FREE and POST FREE.
(State subject or Exam. of interest). -BRITISH INSTI-
TUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, 10f1
Shakespeare House, 29/31 Oxford Street, W.1,

WIRELESS KITS. -Cornet 3, 40/-; Mullard 3, 35/-;
carriage paid. Results guaranteed. Send cash or C.O.D. to
G. Crosble & Co,, 38 Southill Street, Poplar, E.14.

KONE PAPER, as specified in February "Modern Wireless."
Two sheets, 36 by 23, 90., post free. Tonax Patent Kona
Washers. "It does the Job." Post free, 1/2; 1/9 the two.
-Seumes Stores, Farnborough, Hants.

PHOENIX THREE -VALVE kits complete with cabinet,
£111716. Ditto with valves, £2/15/0. Ditto with H.T.
and L.T. batteries and speaker, £411016. -Phoenix, 311
High Road, Lee, S.E.13.

FIVE -VALVE PORTABLES, £4 10s., complete. -Lee,
91 Hillside, Mounsecombe, Brighton.

COUPON
Available until Saturday

MARCH 21, 1931
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HEAR THE
HIGH NOTES

HEAR THE
LOW NOTES

WITI4 DUBILIER R.C.UNITS

It is common knowledge that
well -designed resistance coup-
ling has an even response
over a very wide range of
audio frequencies and at far
less cost than transformer
coupling. Build your set
round Dubilier R.C. Units
and be assured of repro.
duction that is without equal.

PRICES :
Model No. 1 (without valve holder)
Model No. 2 (with valve holder)

Either illcdel complete
with two Dumetohms 7/-

UBILIE
COMPONENTS

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd.,
Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.

MAKING IT CERTAIN
Not once did the set fail them again after they
had installed an Ever Ready Battery. The ex-
clusive process by which the Ever Ready is made
gives it not only a long life but a powerful life.
The prime of its life is practically the whole of
its life. That is why the tone of the loud speaker
remains constantly pure and clear. That is why
there is no crackle or fading or distortion. Month
after month the Ever Ready discharges a strong
even flow of current and, indeed, a wireless set
with an Ever Ready Battery is as certain as a
numbered and reserved seat.

Ever Ready batteries are guaranteed to give
satisfactory service by a company that has
been making reliable batteries for 28 years.

They are made for all wireless sets. If you
own a portable you can obtain an Ever

Ready of the right size to fit
it. Write for free list
which gives all parti-
culars,including exact
dimensions in inches.

BRITISH MADE
HIGH TENSION
BATTERIES

The batteries that gi ve unwavering power
-The Ever Ready Co. (Ct. Bri.aht) lad., He,cules Place, Relloway, 1.on.!en, N.7

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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e for r
ticutars of the reef
range of 25 Fotos
valves. A valve to

every require-
ment,every re:eiver.

PRICES
FROM,

Inform 11.9 if your
local dealer does not

stock them.

ECKMATE
mr?(@

TROUBLE

Fit Foos valves in your receiver
and eliminate a possible source
of trouble, for Fotos are the
valves with a pedigree. Testel
to the utmost under strenuous
conditions before leaving the
factory, Fotos are made to give
you faithful, lasting service.

Mark

THE HEART OF EVERY SET- MEM
CONCERTON RADIO & ELECTRICAL CO., LTD., 256/7 Bank Chambers, 329 High Holborn, W.C.1 Phone: Holborn S60
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